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The work presented herein was performed by the National nter for Research
in Vocational Education'on behalf of the Consortium for- e Development of
Professional Materials for Vocational- Education. Sponsors and members of
the Consortium for 1979-1980 included the following states and/or cooperat-
ing agencies: the Florida Department of Educationi Division of Vocational
Education, and- Florida International University, Divitioh of Vocational
Education; the Illinois State Board of Education, Department of Adult,
Vocational,-and Technical Education, and Southern IllihOs University at
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tion, Division of Vocational Education; and the Pennsylvania Department of
Education, Bureau of Vocational Education,, and Tempe University, DepartMent
of Vocational Education. The opinions expressed herein do not, however,
necessarily reflect the position or policy'of any of the sponsors; and no
official endorgementby them should be inferred.

These materials may not be reproduced, except by members of the Consortium;
without written permission from The Naticinal.Oenter for Research in Voca-
tional Education.
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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION STATEMENT

The National Center for, Research in Vocational Education's missign is
to increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and orga ations,

, to solve educational problems relating to individual careerplan g`:

,preparation, and progression. The National Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research,

Developing educational programs and products,

Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes

Providing information for national planning and policy
)

: 'Installing educational programs and products

Operating irrformation systems and services / .

Conducting leadership. development and training programs

, (
°

For further info \mation contact:

The Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

4 The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210 (

Telephone: (614) 486-3655 or (800) 848-4815
Cable: CTVOCEDOSU/Columbui, Ohio
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FOREWORD

The need for competent administrators of vocational education has long
been recognized. The rapid expansion of vocational education prOgrams and
increased student enrollments have resulted in a need for increasing numbers
of vocational administrators at both the secondary and postsecondary leve]s.
Preskvice and inservice administrators need to be well prepared for the com-
plex bnd unique skills required to successfully direct. vocational programs. /

The ffective training of local administrators has been hampered by the
limited knowledge of the competencies needed by local administrators and by
the limited availability of competency-based materials specifically.designed
.for the preparation of vocational administrators. In response to'this press-
ing need, the Occupational and Adult Education Branch'of the U:5. Office of
Education, under provisions of part C--Research of the Vocatibnal tducation
Pmendrpents of 1968, funded the National Center for a scope of work entitled
"Development of Competency-Based Instructional'Materials_for Local Adminis-
trators of Vocational Education" during the period 1975-77. That project had
two major objectives:

AT.

1. To conduct research ,to identify and nationally verify the competen-
cies considered important to local administrators of vocational
education.

2. To develop and,field test a series of prototypic competency-based
instructional packages and a user's guide. One hundred sixty-six
(166) high priority competencies were identified and six *prototypic
modules and a user's guide were developed, field tested, and revised.

Although six modules had been developed, many more were,aegded to have
competency-based materials that would address all the important competencies
that had been identified and verified. In September 1978. several states
joiAed with the National Center for Research in Vocational Education to form
the Consortium for the Develdpment9of Professional.Materials.for Vocational
Education. Those states were Illinois, Ohio, NorthsCarolina, New York, and
Pennsylvania.' The first five states were joined by Florida and Texas later
in.thg first year. The first objeCtive of the Consortium was to-develop and

field test additional competency-based administrator modules of which this is
one. -

r

Sderal persons contributed to the:successful development' and field
testing of this module on evaluating staff performance. Lojs G. Harrington,
Program Associate, assumed the major responsibility for reviewing the litera-
tUre, preparing the actual manuscript, and refining the module for publication
after field testing. Recognition also goes to the trio'consultants who helped
conceptualize the module and prepared draft materials for the manuscript:
Henry C. Safnauer, Director of Occupational Education, Cayuga-Onondaga BOCES,
Auburn, New York; and Edward P. Kahler, 4sistant Professor, Trade and Indus-
trial Education, University of Georgia,'Atheds.
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INTRODUCTION

Vocational administrators are responsible for a wide range of significant
tasks: program planning, scheduling, recruitment, budgeting, curriculum

. development, public relations, discipline, and so forth. All of these tasks
are important. Unfortunately, because of the amount and complexity of their
responsibilities, administrators may take a reactive rather than proactive
approach to management. Typically, the most pressing, *mediate concern
receives the administrator's attention:. dealing with the angry parent in the
buter office, balancing the budget, gettinga levy passed, preparing for a
'visit'from the accreditation team, and other activities. Too often, adminis-
trators' hectic schedules do not allow them to set staff evaluation as a high
priority for attention.

Yet staff salaries constitute approximately 60 to 80 percent of your
total budget. ,Staff members are the essential resources, motivational forcei, -4
d catalytic agents that are critical to the success of the instructional.

pro ms and the ultimate placement of qualified persons in various occupa-
tions. Therefore, evaluation of staff performance is mandatory: Evaluation /
of staff--well planned and continuous--provides for the.recognition and
rewarding of superior performance (e.g., through promotions, merit pay), and
for the identification and elimination of less desirable performance (e.g.,
through staff improvement activities Or, as a last resort, termination of
employment).

This module is designed to help you understand the importance of 'staff
evalqation and how it relates to staff development. It will' also help you to
,gain the skills you need to 'flan and implement an effective, equitable, and
defensible staff evaluation program.

or

a
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a.

Module Structuie and Use

This_laczule contains an introduction and three sequential learning experi-
ences. S rviews, which precede each learning experience, contain the
objectives 'r each experience and a brief description of what the learning
experience involves.

r

Objectives

Enabling,Objectives:

1. After completing the required reading, critique the
staff evaluation system followed in two given case
studies. (Learning Experience I)

2. After completing the required reading, critique the
performance of two administrators in given case studies
in implementing staff evaluation procedures. (Learning
Experience II)

Prerequisites The skills of assessing staff needs, evaluating staff per-
formance, providing a staff development program, and improv-
ing instruction are closely related (see graph on p. 2).
Staff evaluation is further related to the skills of hiring,
terminating, and promoting staff.( Therefore, you may wish
to complete the following modules prior to, concurrent with,
or 'after taking this module:

0

Appraise the Personnel Development Needs of Vocational
Teachers.

Evaluate Staff Performance

Select School Personnel

Manage School Personnel Affairs

Guide the Development and Improvement of Instruction

b
3



Resources A list 'of the outside resources that supplement those con-
tained within the module followg. Check with your resource'

person (1).to determine the availability and the location
of these resources,.(2) to locate additiopal references
specific to your situation, and (3) to get assistance in
setting up activities with peers or observations of skilled

administrators. e
14

Learning Experience I

Optional

REFERENCE: Acheson, Keith A., and Gajl, Meredith

Damien. Techniques in the Clinical Supervision of
Teachers: Preservice and Inservice Appl-caftects. New

York, NY:- Longman, 198d.

REFERENCE: Bradley, Curtis H. "The Helping Confer-

ence in Micros {ipervision. ". Journal of Industrial-

Teacher Education. le (Fall 1974): 5-10.4

REFERENCE: K1ingner, Dcinald E.. Public Personnel

Management: Contexts and Strategies. Englewood

Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1980.

REFERENCE: Sullivan, Cheryl Granade. Clinical

. Supervision: A State of the. Art Review. A exandria,

V : Association for Supervision and Cdrrfculum
evelopment, 1980. \.

PERSONS IN A VARIETY OF ROLES WITHIN'AN EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTION whom you can interview concerninethefr
views toward evaluating staff performante.

/46 Learning Experience II

Optional
.

A VARIETY OF STAFF EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS that you
can review.

Learning Experience III

Required 411,t

AN ACTUAL ADMINISTRATIVE SITUATION_in which, as part
of your duties, you can evaluate staff performance.

/

A RESOURCE pERSON to assess your competency fn/eval-
uating staff performance. ,

4
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(). SeleCteciliernns Administrator--refers to a member of the secondanOor post-.
Y. secondary administFative team. This generic term, except

where otherwise specified, refers to the community college
-* president, vice-president, dean or director; or to the

secondary school principal, director, or superintendent.

'Boardrefers to the secondary or postsecondary educational
governing body. Except where otherwise specified, the term
"board" is used to refer to a board of education and/or a
board of trustees.

A

4,

User's Gui

Institution--refers tfO a secondary or postsecondary educa-
tional agency. Except where otherwise specified, this
generic term is used to refer synonymously to secondary
schools, secondary vocational schools, area vocational
schools, community colleges, postsecondary vocational and
technical schools, and trade schools.

Resource Person -- refers to the professional educator who is
directly responsible forcguiding and helping you plan and
carry out your professional development program.

Teacher/Instructor--these terms are used interchangeably to
refer to the person who is teaching or instructing students

. in a secondary or postsecondary educational institution.

e For information that is common to all modules, such as
procgdures for module use, organization of Modules, and
definitions of terms, you should'refee to the following
supporting documeht.

I

Guide to Using 'Competency -Based Vocational 'Education-
Administrator Materials. Columbus, OH: The Center, for
Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1977.-

1.
`c,

This module addresses task statement numbers 75 and 76 from Robert E. Norton
et al., The Identification and National Verification of Competencies Impor-
tant to Secondary and Post-Secondary Administrators of Vocational Education

. (Columbus, OH: The Center foNVocational Education, The Ohio StateAiniver-
sity, 1977). The 166 task statements in this dodument, which were Verified as
important, form the research base for the National Center!s competency -based
administrator module development.

3



Learning Experience I
C

OVERVIEW

I

I

Activity

Optional
Activity

1%1100

Optional
IL Activity

After completing the required reading, critique the staff
evaluation system followed in'two.given case studies.

°
I

You will be reading the information
Staff ..faluation: The Need and the

..r

0
sheet, "Constructive
Reality," pp.,9-2I.

You may wish to read one or more of the:supplementary refer-
ences: Acheson and Gall, Techniques in'the Clinical Stiller-
vision of Teachers: Preservice and Inservice Applications;
Bradley,,"The Helping Conference in Micrbs-uperwision,"
-Journal of 'Industrial Teacher'Education;-Klingner, Public

Personnel Management:- Contexts and Strategies; and7F---
Sullivan,Clinical Supervision,: A State of the Art Review.

You may wish to interview personS in
withina4single institution/district
views toward staff,evaluation,as it
institution/district.-

-

' ..e,

1-%. 41%. -

a variety-of .roles

to.etermin&their
is conducted.iii their

.7
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OVERVIEW continued

You will b&evaluating your'comPetvicyj61Critiquing'the
staff evaluation - processes followed by CoMparing,Your com-
pleted critiqbils with the "Model Critiques,", pp. 27-:30.
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Activity
For information about the broad pictbre of evaluating staff
performahce--what it is, why it is important; who evaluates.
what and how--read:the following 'information sheet,

CONSTRUCTIVE STAFF EVALUATION: THE NEED AND THE REALITY

All employers are concerned about how their employees perform. They want
and require high-quality performance for the salaries they pay. The insurance

company can measure this quality by monitoring the accuracy of the paperwork f

a salesperson completes, by the number of new policies, by the number of con-
tinuing policies.. The toorand die company can measure the performance of its
machinists by using criteria such as number of "widgets" produced, in a cer- ,

tain amount of time, to certain standards. Yet the community--represented by -1

an educational governing board--has a much,more difficult and sometimes con-
troversial task to perform in trying to evaluate its school employees: admin-
istrators, supervisory staff, teaching staff, professional and nonprofessional
support staff. what makes a-good administrator, a good teacher, a good coun-
selor?

Education involves individual people (administrators, instructors, stu.-
dents) with individual differences. The administrator who successfully moti-
vates one teacher can have a personality conflict with another teacher. The

teacher whose teaching .style is perfect for one student's 1Warning style can
alienate another student with that same style. The student who sits passively
in a class for a year, seemingly unimpressed and uninvolved, can tell the
teacherten'years later that that class made a criticaJAtifference in his/her
life. There is no scientific, hard-and-fast, mutually agreed upon set of mea-
surement criteria. There are few instant, observable, quantifiable results
forthcoming.

Yet evaluate we must,,for several important reasons:

The public has a right to expect and demand acuntability of its
publicAmployees.

Through evaluation, valuable information can be gained for improving
the instructional process.

personnel decisions, including tenure, promotions, and dismissals,

must be made on a fair and defensible basis.

At present, this responsibility for palultion generally falls to the adminis-
trator. It will be your job as an adininistrator to evaluate (or help evalu-
ate) the members of your staff in accordance with existing guidelines. In

9
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order to do this, you will` first need to fitld answers to these sometimes cod-
troversial qUesIionsfl.

Should 'the Process be regulatory or

Why is it necessary and important to evaluate staff?

' Who should be evaluated?

Who should plan and conduct the evaluation?

e What is-to be evaluated? (What constitutes effective performance?
Should evaluation be process-oriented or product- oriented ?' Should
evaluation of instructional performance be separate from an employee's
willingness to comply with organizational policies and procedures?)

How should the evaluation be conducted? How often should it occur?

i

It is, R aterbaps, unfortune that such controversy exists, We may create
(as in several of the questions above) "either/or" situations when, in fact,
the solution may lie logically in a combination of the two options.,--We'will
be.considering this possitiility'and addressing these questions in the remain-
der of this information sheet.

,

Relationship to Staff Development

Most of the pre ious questions can be better understood within the con-
text of the relationship between (1) evaluation af staff for the purpose of
making employmentcontinuation, termination--decisions, and (2) appraisal of
-staff needs for staff'development purpoSes. There are a number of legitimate
reasons for separating these functions, yet such a separation is, to a certain
extent artificial.'

For staff deyelopment to be accepted and meaningful, it must be based,
atleast partly, on the felt needs of'staffCand the determination of these
needs must be accomplished, with staff input, in a nonthreaten,ing manner. If

staff feel, that expretsing a need can be used administratively ('this teacher
is weak--doesn't measure up; he/she even admits it") to make employment deci-
sions, 'staff will probably be reluctant to cooperate.

,

Consequently, attempts are frequently made to keep the two functions
separate; an administrator performs the accountability assessment, and a staff
development'coordinator performs the professional needs assessment. The staff
development coordinator is frequently not permitted to share anyihformation
about the teachers' level of performance with the "evaluation" administrator,.
When the same person is responsible for both types of evaluation', it is widely
believed that that person's effectiveness in assessing,professional growth
needs is reduced.

0

1., Adapted from Arthur Shaw, "Improving Instruction Through Naluation: One
Teacher's VieW," Action in Teacher Education,,,yintef.4979-80): 2-4.

10
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'Keeping the functions separate has, however, often led to a situation
in which staff evaluation is perceivedtO be .only for employment purposes,
with little opportunity for staff input and liffre likelihood that staff will
receive feedback. The heavy deman s on an administrator's time have tended to
reinforce this view of evaluation. It's easy to find teachers Who,
during their first year of teaching, were obseryed once for one class peHods
who had no warning that they would be observed, and received little feed-
back concerning the results of the evaluation. To prevent this, many union
and nonunion teacher contracts.today specify the general procedures that must
be followed in evaluating teacher performance.

Why Evaluate? , '0

In fact, evaluation of staff should be both a regulatory (for making
employment decisions) and developmental (for staff impr,ovement purposes)'pro-
cess. The ultimate goal of instructional activities is to provide students
with a high-quality education. Most tax dollars'go toward staff salaries..
Superior schools and colleges, to a large extent, are created by haying supe-
rior staff. Thus, ensuring that staff are of high quality is a'key concern.

Obviously, improving the perforTance of a staff member, or terminating
thlt services of a poor performer whd'can't or won't improve, accomplishes the
same purpose. The prudent administrator, however, will quickly discover that
the investment of time in improving staff is much more rewarding--personally
and programmatically--than shuffling personnel through a revolving quality-
control door,.

Ona pragmatic level, you should evaluate staff for employment purposes
because you need a rational bagis for making the following types of decisions:

Pr:motions

Pay, leve)s (inWoprietary schools, for example)

Need o terminate

Whom to appoint to a committee

Whom to transfer

, Whom to award tenure

Whom to place in what position

In addition,, you need a legal basis for justifying these decisions. Worder
to protect staff from arbitrary dismissal or distriminatory ftWment, laws
have been established. Furthermore, professional organizations `and unions
frequeAtly prdvide financial, legal, and moral support to staff in fighting
unfair or questionable employment practices. If an employee does detide to
fight your decision in the courts., be burden is on you to provide proof
that your decision was justified. You can only do so if ydu have (1),con-
ducted regular evaluations, (2)- conducted them legally and fairly
compliance with staff contracts, state and federal laws), (3) provided the

6



staff member with feedback, (4) given .him/her a fair chance to rectify any .

..problems, and (5) thoroughly doouffiented the process.

The need*Wterminate a staff member is not always based on incompetence.
Unfortunately, decreasing enrorlments are causing some institutions to cut
back on staff. Failure of, citizens to pats bond levies causes programmatic,
and thus staff, cutbacks. If you want to retain the best possible staff, you
must hive hard evidence of each individual's competency and potential. When

cutbacks have to be made, seniority will also play an important role in deter-
mining who ,is released in public institutions.

There are reasons other than legal.mandite why you should evaluate
't staff performance. You should constantly remember that there is a responsi-

,?

bility to continuously, let staff know how they-are performing. This can, ,

and usually does, consist of suggested or directed changes., but it should
also consist of liberal amounts of praise and the conveyance of a "together
we stand" attitude. The need to praise cannot and should not be minimized.

. Research tellsus that rewarded_behavior is very likely to be repeated. If

you, as an administrator, witness positiwe'growth, mature decision making,
' initiative, outstanding performance, or other positive qualities, you need to

provide recognition of these qualities in a significant way. Recognition of a
job well done can encourage further staff growth, improve programs, strengthen
staff morale, and produce an enriched educational environment.

Who, What, When, and How?

Who Is Evaluated?
tk>

A good institutional staff evaluation program provides for the evaluation
of every staff member. Secretarial, custodial ,.cafeteria and transportation
emplOyees, as well as professional employees, must be included.. Although
state and federal regulations have encouraged and provided for the regular
evaluation of professional employees, often noQprofessional (noninstructional)
employee evaluations are,ignored. ._Even worse, frequently the only time a non-
professional staff member'S performance is%evaluated is'when the Administrator
wishes to collect enough information to terminate the employee. Yet, all
staff contribute to the smooth and effective operation of an educatioar-
institution, and consequently, all staffincluding administratorsneed feed-
back on performance, positive riTriforcement for good performance, and oppor-
tunities to improve poor performance.. And the administrator needs objective
evidence concerning each employee's level of performance in order, to make
rational employment WEisions.

Included also in any staff evaluation plan should be part-time staff. At

the adult education and postsecondary levels, part-timers are being used more
and more frequently because (L) they prwide special expertise, and (2) their
use provides for flexibility in staffing. However, because they are consid-
ered to be only temporary employees, and because they can be terminated simply
by failing to renew a contract, they are frequently not evaluated, or not

12
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evaluated to the same extent as fullrtime employees. This situation should,
not be tolerated. If you believe that evaluation leads to improvement, and if,
you.want to improve'the performance of part-time staff, then it follows that
you should evaluate part-timers.

Who Evaluates?

In order to get a valid, compreheniive, and objective view orteacher
performance, a variety of techniques should be used: administrator-aliFVa-Y
tion, peer opinion, student opinion, student learning data, self-evaluation.,
Any one sOurce.by itself is inadequate. Unfortunately, in the press Of other,
duties, time is not always "available for such things. In addition, since
such.feedback can be very threatening, and not always objective, it has been
opposed.

For instance, the teacher who believes in strict.discipline may rate the
teacher who believes in a more unstructured classroom as being poor in all
areas, regardless of the reality of the situatipn. The students who resent'
being required to work hard may give a teacher low ratings despite the vast
amount of learning they, are acquiring. The administrator may observe only one
or two classes, which the teacher may have prepared explicitly to "look good,"
or which were atypical of the normal classes conducted, or during which stu-
dents behaved in a constrained way only because there was an observer. Self-
evaluatiOns can be limited in their objectivity; one tends tcY rate oneself far
too harshly or far too leniently. And, even student learning data has limita-
tions: Learning based on what standards? Are the teacher's objectives too
low? Too high? Is learning always'immediate? Yet, taken together, data from
all these sources can provide a fairly accurate performance picture.

J,

Unfdkunately, evaluation rarely involves the use of all these,availa6le
iechniques.* Typically, the secondary principal, vice-principal, vocational
director, supervisor, Or department head conducts the evaluation through one
or more class observations. At the postsecondary level, this role is ful-
filled by a,department chairptrson,.vice-president of academic affairs, or
dean of instruction. 411ployment decisions such as promotions are frequently
made by a promotion-committee based,on "paperli.evidence compiled by the appli-
cant: ,,evidence of course work completed, materials developed, contributions
made to the profession, and offices held in professional organizations. In

other words, easily observable and quantifiable contributions, indirectly
related to the teaching / learning process, are used for evaluation purposes.
Promotion constitutes a reward for-being a good'employee--a good profes-
sional--but may have little relationship to being skilled at causing- students
to learn.

As instructional staff become more and more determined to be a profes-
sional, self.regulat {ng body, the committee appr.oach to evaluation is more
frequently advocated. Consisting of peers, supervisors, administrators,
teacher trainers, and so on, such a-committee can increase the likelihood
that instructors will accept the evaluation findings and feel more in control
of their own destinies. However, a committee of "opinions" still does not an

13
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objective evaluation make. As many4sources of information as possible must be
tapped.

The same holds true for the evaluation of noninstructional staff. For
evaluation to be meaningful and defensible, multiple techniques should be
used. Although the prime evaluationresponsibility may rest with a -particular
district supervisor (e.g., of transportation) or director of support services,
the persons served and other administrators shobld have an opportunity to pro-
vide feedback 5REerning the performance of persons hired to provide support
services.

What Is Evaluated? .

How do you determine if an individukl is performing effectively? Against
what standards do you measure performance'? Effective performance is largely
determined by preset criteria representing expectations for job performance.
These criteria may consist of written job descriptions, administrative gdide-
lines,.board-alopted regulations, state or federal guidelines/mandates, civil
service guidelines, and contractual agreements negotiated between labor and
management groups. The what of evaluation really comes down to an analysit of
job responsibilities. These responsibilities obviously vary somewhat depend-
ing on the employment category to which a person is assigned, but basically'

0 two broad skiAreas are involved technical performance and willingness to
comply with orginizational policies and procedures. Technical performance
means that, 'for example, the following conditions must be met:

The principal or dean must be skilled in educational admi istration.

The instructor-must be competeRt in occupational skills (e.g., auto-
motives),Aeaching skills (e.g., .writing behavioral obj ctives), and
general educational,skills (e.g., reading, writing, an arithmetic).

The secrIbtary must possess general office management typing, cieri-'
cal, communication, and interpersonal/skills.

The janitor must possess good cleaning skirls.

The compliance of staff with organizational policies-and procedures'is deter-
mined by evaluating such aspects of employee performince as the following:

Punctuality/attendance

Adherence ,to rules

Cooperation
.4.

Initiative

Self - direction

Willingness to contribute,

Responsible handling of noninstructional

Agreement with the educational philosop
tion

of
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There is, of course, something to be said for Variety. It is certainly not
Possible, nor' desirable, to expect all staff,to mesh 100 percent with the
organizattori. Diat.would,be 'colorless,/and static. But too much vari-
ation from the norm can cause an unhealthy amount of disunity and discord.

''Some path between unifosrmity and anarchy is desirable.

- The essence of evaluation is to develop a system whereby the qualities
and characteristics that are expected of each employee are delineated and, in
fact, communicated to the employees. Ambiguity should have- nd p }ce in a work
setfing;'it\vill only foster frustration on the part,of both the evaluatee and
the evaluator.-: Each party must knot* what constitutes expected behavior and
job performance befdre an effective, improvement-orierited relationship can be
developed.

Wheh,Does Eilmation Occur?

The exact time cycle of evaluation might vary from one personnel category
to another, but evaldation should, in general, be continuous. The time cycle
will be affected by such considerations as how long the individual has been
employe0, personnel category; and how well he or she "measured up" on previous
evaluations.. The newbemployee probablty needs to be evaluated more frequently
than an employee of ten years. A teacher may need to be evaluated more fre-
quently than a janitor whose skills are more technical and more readily
observable. Deciding if learning is taking place is far more complicated
and elusive than determining if the floor has been properly waxed and buffed.
And, the employee experiencing difficulty may need more frequent evaluations,
feedback, support, and encouragement than the more highly skilled employee.

But, there is a minimum frequency with which evaluations shouldoccur.
Teacher contract requirements usually constitute minimum standards. These
generally'call for specific evaluation activitiesiiifg case of new or pro-
batioriary staff members, while diminishing the attention paid to tenured or
permanently employed staff.--Thedestpability and value of this practice is
suspect. However, the practiZe is perpetuated because most administrators
feel they 'cannot manage the time commitment involved in conducting more staff
evaluations. ;

The argument against Ority in the frequency of evaluations generally
focuses on the "fact" that permanerit.staff have a clear understanding of their
dutie% and. responsibilities, haye displayed positive work'habits, and there--
fore, do not require tHe,level of supervision required of first-year, non- 1
tenured, or probationary staff. To counter such arguments, one might raise
the question, "What staff members ever reach the top,of their full capa-
bilities--their potential; and how can they be motivated to improve--to move
toward their potential--if monitoring devices are seldom or infrequegtly
employed?"

15
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Now Does Evaluotion,Occur?

EvtlAiations of staff should occur according to a plan,,systematically.
This plan should include-answers to all the "who, what, when, and how" ques-

Itimust also be workable in light of "existing conditions," which
inclucle.,:all of those factors outside the administrator's immediate control

(e.g.,Wontract provisions, laws and regulations, or past practices).- These
existing conditions should'not be used as an excuse fornot conducting evalu-
ations, however. There'll no excuse for not evaluating every employee's per-
formance on a regular basis. slather; the administrator should be cognizant
of existing conditions when deireloping,the evaluation plan and should develop
the plan to meet, accommodate, or anticipate these conditions. For example, a
contract provision requiring the "evaluation of all provivional employees at
least twice a year" should be an integral part..of the evaluatioh plan. On the
other hand, a ruling by the state department that "seniority can be-the only
criterion used when furloughing teachers due to decreased student enrollment"
should not be construed ,by the administrator assa rifling/forbidding or dis-
couraging regular personnel evaluations.

Any conditions imposed on the evaluation plan should be dealt with as
effectively and efficiently as possible to minimize any negative impact they
may have on the evaluation process.. This point is particularly important to
new vocational education- administrators Who, by the very nOture of their
employmeht responsibility, must reconcile their ideological training with thee
-reality of their employment situation-, e.g., the policies and procedures pre-
viously developed, by the employing institution and its employees. You can
avoid minor conflicts and frustration by accepting this "institutional real.-
ity" and then applying personal creativity to the task of improving the syste
and ironing out problems wherever possible.

.4

What conditions and constraints are the most dominant? Three major reas
are usually involved:

Organizationol cOntracts-relating to evaluation-process guidel es

Organizational rules as established either by the board or a imis-
trative policy

AdmjnistratiVe time management
/ -

Organ4zational contracts.- One type of contract is the 1 al union or
teacher association contract. Such a contract generally inc udes statements
regarding the general philosophy and purposes of the evalua ion process to
be used (usually referring to it to terms of employee impr vement) and a ,

short description of the format and frequency for the proggps. ,The, format
may include such items as (1) required prior nottficatfon 3'f,in intended
classroom or laboratory observotion,,(2) required pre /and pbstobservatioh-,
meetings between the, evaluator and evaluatee, and (3). required methods for
maintaining and disseminating evaluation results. $tandard practice allows
for the following:

The incorporation of both evaluator and
evaluation forth/

val uatee comments on' the

21
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1.

An affirmation signature by both parties indicating that they. have.

personnel file and a co to the individUal who was aluated *, .

A mechantiNufor providing a copy_of the evaluation for, the permanent ' "
g eV

11

discussed the observation (this signature does not necessarily mean !

that they agree with the conclusions, haweverl.
-

.

"
r

i

The frequency of evaluation varies by agency; hdWever, it is fair'to'say
.....__,;

that contractual statements usually provide for employee evaluatfon,'on-a for- ..

'mal basis, at least once annually, with the immediatesupersor serving as' .

evaluator. Some statements may also be included thaedistinbuisti between the.
evaluation procedures to be, used for tenured and'probatiOnary,amployeesi An.

example of a contractual guideline is shown in 'sample 1 ' ,

Organizational policy. Whereas contractual guidel, ines specifically

relate to the 1 gistical aspects of the evaluation sebeme, or§aniational
policy both ex nds on the process and,.usually, sugbests-,orspecifies the
tools and pre ise mechanism for implementing an employeel.evaluation'system.#
Such specif ations should include the-instrument(s) to be.used'ind.the
step-by-s p procedures to be followed, sometimes incorporating time lines

All this ffort is designed to ensure that the institution &mplies with the.

require employee rights with regard to' Continuation:, transfer, termination,

,or pro tion.
, -..

The conditions and constraints inherent within ortanizational po i most

of en relate to laws, court decisions, hearings, and arbitration findings:
organizational gUidelines-do not exist, er if they are of,aery general

ature, it,js imperative that you investigate the-laW fa ensure that you do.

not violate the constitutional rights'of any employee: This,i,s4iiftticblarly .

essential in cases in which employee dismissal, may be nfeeSsary. ,

...

. The evaluation
,
and subsequent dismissal of staff has-been si,ch ajilAtor

- issue-in all of education that the American Association of School Administra-
tors (AASA) published,a critical-issues reportthat gives suggestions to -

school administrators who are faced with evaluation and dismissal.probTems.2

-The, AASA enumeratet ten reasons--as provided by lega-V,experts--why ichoolt . ,'

lose staff 'dismissal cases:,

a-

Schools do not follow the law.
a

Schools do not document their cases. - -

Top adminiltrators f to adequately prepare their,aiiminisir.itive

staffs with an unde tanding of the law. ,

The policy that the staff member supposedly violated did not exist in

'writing.

2. SAANYS News and Notes, 8 (DeCember 1979): 3. .[School Administrators

Association of New York State]
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SAMPLE I ,
..,77...4.1%.04ervr.71arimtnyrormirxr.isers.tv

- .`74/0r+ "' wreSt":5r : r4r:,Trf * ,-'"1
TEACHER NEGOTIATED CONTRACT

-.4:,":. HERKIMER COUNTY BOCES NY),

'''. '-..N ..'..,:. . -:-.. ..,..-7.
-,..,... 1.,

'''''-"s.:: ARTICLE'VIII '''''9.'--. -,:: , ., ,..,
-....-

:-..,--:-
.

( .,-
.

... ;.,
. TEACHER DEVELOPMENT ,

..-....., .......
, ..,

-,' Eich teacher's classroan'Will be 'Visited during the year by an appro-,

A priate member of the admin-iistrative staff and,.-if ,desired by the teacher,
-another person mutually selected- by the .teacher and the administrator.'' The
purpose of such visits shall be to assist the teacher ,,in doing an-effective . 4

job '.of instrp.ctioh. "; : --- ...:-.-,.-:,-- ...--.:4.:,
. , .. -. -,." ..; . . -' -i

,,;,-, The administrator, and teacher will meet ,for ...i pre- and 'postobierva- tion 1
'"7. - p

.6nferenCe; At the'preobservation sess-ion,the,format of both the observation
and, the writteerepwt will be determined. The u.,gbest" obServer,'if ,selected,
reill be apprised 'of, the resulti of the preconference: The;final report- 'will

',. b, signed, by those. pa rti es involved, and a copy,*I 11 be given to the ebbs ervee.:
--It.ris'sfrongly suggested that nontenured 'teacherS:be, observed 'more than,. once -_

-..-6==17,., --- t., :-,,,_,tising the;:butlined procedure. :,' 7. -'-','.

-7S:,,t.#3:4-ti- ''''
. sT,'''.. :.1. Z - ',-,...r '..P'...:. *

..,"' -... ,

- , -4)?4='4- ;. -. til.c., :
--;&` ''

.

.-

.

.;"... ARTICLE IX"-'-.
,-.. : ...6,,,},' -- 4,-

; re."44

,

W` -g.: a, -.':,--

Z: :".'f ....,..,-*. , - :, °' 1.'4-t'..,-4. , . .- -,-..s. - ..-,r;.": `"..E:t-Se47.-.1,-
_,.... , '''''' : - , 7; ^:- i ., : - ;'.. ''-c:;;', , ' ,,,.

YAI'''4.1: 4-4:i"

ii-.407..'zfs-

4. -'i`--,, - -.,:- '-'- - -- , - --' ,--7;t4,,,,-- , 4',.=-4 . .-,1s--.. ,,,s, : '''il?..'.=74::''',4'

VACANCIES; PROMOTIONS,' AND RETRENCHME
-!.,4-4-:--- ---,

,.... .s. ,. ,-,
:, - -7.,Jhe district superintendent .shetr continue to initiate-and make ,p,ublict'osi.--..-.
! a'll BOCES.instriictional personnel a liscbf kniiwit :iiacancies- or net-gaiositions,-N., .

including-subject and location, that occur throughOutsthelear,withillIthe
`',..1,BOCES organization. "---Specific notice will be giVen,to the:pr.esident'of,the
T.' teachers' -association or his/her d4signated refiresentative:tAffected:ttaff
i Members will be apprised of proposed cuts .in the program as-Soon as.14aSible

and will .be notified .immediately if such cuts become final -.,:i''''.-..-' --;:cs-'-:.,, , - , ,,,,...,,-.------- .-x-k1,---` -: .-!.;,..t-,-2-- --- -
f,..l;:,&,2..?.,,,-------,-z-ast-,--...4.-- ---..... ....4....::i...,,.........1,,...zi,r.c--,; '-._si.....:-;,,,,..if-',.....,.....-.:

.,... - . .
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. . Schochs are not always able to estas ish a 'case even though the case
is there.

Administrato s are not tough enough in evaluating staff.

Boards overr' and "go off half-cocked" without coolly analyzing
the strength of their cases.

Schools get-poor legal advice.

SchoO)s act as if the cases are cut and dry.

The report states that the principal plays a crucial role,in.the evalu-
ation of teachers bVt is often poorly prepared and seldom supported in this
role., Many decisions regarding employee terminations made by superintendents,
however, are based on evaluations made, by principals. An attorney interviewed
for the report said, "The problem of dismissing incompetent staff ends up with
the principals." He added that "evaluations often do not stand up to a hear-
ing; there is a,great need for documentation." .

. .

It should be noted that poor preparation is not the only reason that
administrators sometImes are not "tough enough in evaluating staff." Some
inadequate teachers are mistakenly kept on after a "poor" first year because
the same adtpinistrator does both the hiring and the firing. In such cases,
,the administrator may feet-that giving a poor' evaluation to a teacher lie/she
hired reflects negatively on the initial hiring decision. Thus, he/she may
evaluSte the teacher "kindly" in order to avoid admitting that a hiring error
was,made.

In addition-to p ovidIng aood,(objective, reliable, Valid) evaluation
system, boards anc administratocs--whether at the4ecoridary or postsecondary
level--must understand due .process oequirements in dismissing teachers. There
are two kinds of due process: procedural and Substantive. Procedural due
process refers to an individual's right to a notice-of/deficiency and'a hear-
ing. Substantive due process refers to'the fairness/of the laws or regula-
tions. There are ten aspects of procedural due process of which-you, the
administrator, Should be aware: //

.

Right,to.advanced notice of. hearing
.

Right to counsel /

Right.to judgment by an Impartial trfOUnal

.A :4-Right to avoid self-incHmination

.:-._141Rig.ht to present evidence

4-Right to cross-examinatiOn,
/

Right to summon witnesses on nes own behalf

/' -7--4-Rightio necessary degree/o proof of guilt

r, Right to receive a copy of the hearing report

fw Right of appeal
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In developing a. dismissal case, you will need to be sure that the evidence
is specific in nature, extensive in scope, and recorded. Charges should be

clear, factual', and completel.

. Although the AASA report specifically addresses the adequacy of profes-
sional teaching staff evaluations, similar examples of due process application
can also be found in cases involving civil service employees and others who
serve in vocational /technical institutions in noninstructional capacities:

Time manapment. The third category of conditions and constraints that
affect the start- evaluation protess is that of the time management techniques
praCticed by vocational education administrators. Most administratols believe

that good employees are the mainstay of the institution. Yet, due to their'
normally busy schEttiles, most seem unable to spend the time that they feel'is
necessary to assist their staff in becoming good employees. As a consequence,

111`they (1) place their emphasis on providing a'good staff selection process,
(2) try to provide .adequate budgetary support, and 0)-si;tead the bulk of their
time on logistical management and discipline problems, and in shuffling the

ever-increasing volumes of paperwork required. "New teachers either have it
or they don't" becomes the ruling philosophy- -one resulting'from a failure to
establish clear priorities. Clearly, however, many of the issues related to
due process would not be !'problems" if administrators elevated their commit-
ment to staff evaluation and improvement.

Philosophically Speaking

In the purest sense, then, evaluation should be a systematic, planned,
two-way process between the evaluator and the evaluatee. The evaluatee is
observed by the evaluator, and dialogue -- relating this observed performance
to organizational expectations--is established. This dialogue not only.serves
to let the employee know how well his/her job tasks are being performed (as
perceived by the evaluator), it also gives the employee a chance to communi-

' cate his/her needs and concerns. As an adminisfrator who is performing an
evaluation function, you need to encouragp employee input and incorporate,
staff views, particularly when administrattve decisions may affect work
expectations. You should assume an accepting and clarifying role in this
process, and both parties should feel that they have had ample opportunity
to state their positions on work-related matters. Both the evaluatee and
the evaluator should gain professionally by this mutual sharing experience.

We'know, however, that the purest form of evaluation is not always easy
to foster, and that the Adealof a "nonthreatening, open-discussion environ-
ment" is always colored by thoughts concerning job security. Consequently,
yourreO10 as administrator/evaluator is to attempt to establish a climate

wherebylthe purest form of staff evaluation fact, accepted as the

status quo by the employees Under your supervision. Only when such a climate
is established will the staff feel Secure enough to confide openly and. resist
the temptation to become defensive'regarding the content and results of evalu-
ation. Employment decisions pat still be made. However, if staff feel that
such deasions are a secondary concern, then the ascribed goals for achieving
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p sonal employee growth, and identifyihg common concerns for the purpose of
establishing staff development activities; can be accomplished.

'In order to learn more about clinical supervision and tech-

Optional
niques for creating a nonthreatening climate, which are the

Activity
basis for developing -a productive evaluation climate, you may
wish to read one or more of the following supplementary refer- _.

%Ni0 -1Eftdes:
t.., 0 ,-

Acheson andoGall, Techniques in the Clinical Supervision '-'4'

l

lof,Teachers:opreservice and Inservice Applications--
Chapters in this book cover (1) the naturezof clinical
supervision,,(2)clinical supervision and effective
teaching, (3) the planning conference, (4), the feedback

/ conference, (5) direct and indirect styles of supervision,
(6)the technique of:selective verbatim, (7)r observational

rrecordsbased on seating charts, (8) wide-lens techniques,
(9) Checklists and time-line coding, (10) studies of clin-
al supervision, and-(11) questions about clinical super-

/vision.
J

Bradley, ,''The Helping Conference in MicrosuperOsion,"

4

.

Journal of Industrial' Teacher Education--This short
article explains the rationale for, definition of, and
application of the helping conference as a tool in micro-
supervision.

Klingner, Public Personnel Management: Contexts and
Strategies--This book discusses hqw'one can ensure that
everything p 'ble has been done to help employees suc-
ceed on the ob, while at the same time developing and
maintaining n adequate sy,qtem for resolving employee .
'grievances arising from disciplinary actions taken against
them because of poor performance or violation of agency
rules. Included are the factors to examine in ensuring
fair employee treatment, methods of counseling unproduc-
tive employees, and'what to do if counseling fails.

Sullivan, Clinical Supervision: A State of the Art
Review--According to this book, clinical supervision is a
spe7ciic supervisory approach.capable of serving as 'a
method of eduCational improvement; it is a field-based
approach.to instructional supervision. Chapters in this
book coveri(1) clinical supervision, (2) the design of
clinical supervisiop, (3) testing Clinical supervision,
(4) strengths and weaknesses of clinical supervision, and
(5) implications,for the future.
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In order to become more aware of, the way people feel about

Optional staff evaluation, you may want to do some investigative report-
10NoWity ing. Arrange through your resource persdn to visit, within a

1P401110

single 'institution or district, persons in a variety of roles:.

Administrator with responsibility for staff evaluation

First -year teacher

Experienced teacher

'Supervisor/department head

Union/profestional organization representative

Noninstructional/support staff members

Maintaining a very neutral, nonjudgmental attitude on your
s Firtask each of these people questions about staff evaluation

in their institution/district, e.g.:

How is the staff evaluation conducted? How-often?

How effective is the process?

Do staff development activities, either group or indi-
vidual, grow out of these evaldations?

Compare the responses you receive. \What have you discovered?
What, implications does this have for your responsibilities as a

staff evaluator? You may wish to prepare a written or oral
report on your findings to share with your peers or resource

person.

.
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Case Study 1:

The following "Case Studies" describe how two vocational edu-
cation administrators conducted staff evaluations. Read each
situation and critique in writing the evaluation procedures
used: What-is the problem? Whet seems to be causing it? What
additional information do you need to know? How could the 'I'

problem be resolved?

CASE STUDIES

Susan is a data processing teacher in the Area Occupational Education
,Center. She does an excellent job in the classroom, willingly accepting all
students that enroll in her course. Susan's class is always "alive with
action," and students seem to be caught up in her program even though they may
have'entered with only a lukewarm attitude. Student progress is evident.
Susan's placement rate for graduates is above average.

Instructionally, an outside observer might think that Susan would be
considered an exemplary empldyee. In actuality, just the opposite is true.
new vocational education administrator views Susan as a prima donna. Cer-
tainly, she is good in the classroom, but in.every other sense she is con-
sidered unsatisfactory. Susan is vice-president of the local teacher's union,
and is actively involved in grievance and contract negotiations. She works
strictly to the clock and thinks that any extraJtime participation in faculty
meetings, staff development activities, or promotional events is "administret-
tive harassment." Susan is vocal in her disdain for being forced to volunteer
her personal time to these "unimportant ventures." She avoids involvement
whenever an excuse is available.

O

The vocational education administrator-has discussed Susan's conduct with
her on numerous occasions. He has expressed his concern over what he feels
are her negative attitudes and has attempted to,explain why he feels these
activities warrant her support. Susan has also been informed that organize-
tional 'expectations, for her, include involvement in professional activities
other than directoclassroom instruction. Her last evaluation meeting ended on
a note of mutual frustration. The vocational education administrator issued
the following' ultimatum: "Either you participate in the next extra-time staff 1

development activity or you can look for another job! The choice is yours."
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Case Study 2:

The setting ii Julius County Junior College. A complete.iiff evaluation
program has been .devel.oped and approved by bOththe'employees and the board.
The evaluation program provides for the assessment of all personnel for staff-
Oevelopment purposes. Evaluations for emplOYment decision are conducted by
members of the school administratio6. In like manner, memrs of the admin-

.. istration are evaluated; v T-committee representtas the boardA,

Evaluations related to. employmsnt-dgcisions are conducted throughout
the calendar year at specifiedvtimes as required by the particular pos
Evaluations for new and/or probationary employees are conducted more fre-
quently.than evaluations for permanent employees. Evaluation follow-up con-

,

ferences are held with each employee,,and appropriate empl- oyment decisions are
made accordingly.

grome Tacossee applied for afsearetarial poiition with the Julius County
Jupior College. During the employMent interview, it was determined that Jerry
had not mastered the use of the dictating machine, a,skill thatis essential
to long-term success in the position., The administration, being1'very pleased

with Jerty's other qualifications, decided to recommend to the board that he
be appointed to the secretarial position provided that he in training
to develop the needed skills. It was determined that Jerry would be hired
on kprObationary status and that this status would remain in effect until.
he achieved -mastery of the dictating machine skills;, the probationary status

requires an evaluation -every three months. ''Jerry was:pleased with the agree-
ment, accepted the position, and°began his nevi job.'

administ on arranged for Jerry's on-the-job training byasking,
one of the exper nced secretaries to teach Jerry how to use the, dictating
machine. At th first three-Month evaluation conference, it was determined
that Jerry had ade littieor no progress in mastering dictating machine
skills; the on-the-job training just wasn't Working out. The college admin-
istration decided to:give Jerry opportunity 'to attend night classes at the
college. Through these night c asses, he couldievelop the dictating machine
skills. Jerry agreed and begs the night classes. -

During the next three-month period, the administration learned, t rough
informal conversattpn.with Jerry's night school teacher, thatAperry w s mak,
ing minimal progrefs due to excessive absences from school and an appar nt
lack of interest, At the subsequent three-month evaluation conference, it was
determined that Jerry's dictating machine skills showed little improvement. -
Based-on this information Jerry's employment,was terminated.
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Compare your completerwritten critiques of the "Case Studies"
with the "Model Critiques" given belbw. 'bur responses need
not exactly duplicate the model respohses; however, you should
have covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUES

Case Study 1:

The problem at this point is a definite conflict between Susan and_the
administrator, to the point where an ultimatum has been issued.

*There area p bably a multitude of possible causes, and some of these are
related to the additional information required.--757Cause of this conflictsis
that Susan and the administrator differ drastically in how they define accept-
able, desirable professional teaZhing behavior. The key question here is not
who is right, but rather whether the institution has taken the time to commit
to writing a statement of expected behavior. Did Susan know in advance that
extra -time activities are required? Are they, in fact, required? Given that
the teacher's union is active in this district,'extra-time activities may have
to be agreed to by contract' If Susan is- behaving based on the terms of her
contract, no wonder she is being "stubborn" in her refusal to complyand the
administrator is delivering a hollow ultimatum that he will be unable to

.enforce.'

Which leads us.to a second possible cause:: lack.of stated standards. We
Obw 'Susan is being evaluated and warned about her unsatisfactory behaviors,
but how isshe being evaluated?, Is there an evaluation form with stated cr4=
teria covering all aspects of her job, both teachingEtkills and organizational
expectations? Ili? Susan seen it? Has she been-observed in a variety of'situ-
ations? Based on what we know, it is more likely that the administratoriis
not conducting a systematic, comprehensive evaluation of Susan or considering
her total performance. He perceives she has a problem--she doesn't shoW up
for extra-time activities and is vocal in her disdain for them--so he warns'
her about-it periodically.

This latter point--the warning--is the crux of the problem. This admin-
istrator is creating an evaluation climate that.can only be nonproductive. He

is holding Susan in an adversary position, rather than trying to develop a
situation in which all staff are viewed as professionals working toward common
goals. An impression of open dialogue and a hepino/sharing attitude toward
problem solving--an open and sharing environment--do not seem to be present.
The administrator, by warning, threatenjpg, and delivering ultimatums, seems
to be seeking control, trying to show far who's" in charge."
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Finally, the administrator cannot hope to involve Susan in staff develop-
ment using his present methods. He never clarifies why this involvement is
important; he simply puts her in a win/lose situationT Both staff evaluation
and staff development are designed to foster 'growth and change. They are
compatible partners that, when working together, can improve employee perfor-
mance and organizational caliber. They should not be pitted against one
another. We are told that she is an excellent classroom teacher. Does she,
then, need the specific staff development activities that have been offered?
She'might be more than willing to participate in activities designed for her
particular felt needs. There is seemingly np sense of'concern on his part for
her improvement; he merely seems to want her to comply, to "toe the line" as
he defines it.

' The problem could be,resolved if the administrator would reconsider his
present-stance. He needs to promote a healthier working environment. Before

. he can convince staff that evaluation is a tool for professional improvement,
he needs to believe that himself. This administrator could take the following
steps, at this point to attempt to improve the,problem situation:

Review current materials/resources concerning the elements of good
staff,evaluation processes.

Rethink his philosophy of staff evaluation and his role in it.

Review and revise any existing evaluation' procedures based on his
revised philosophy and based on'realities.of staff contracts.

Meet with staff to communicate to them what the staff evaluation
process will involve and what the major intent of evaluation is, i.e.,
staff. improvement.

Solicit staff involvement, input, and support.

Strong control is not needed in order to get employees to work on various
dimensions of professional' and program improvement.. Helping staff identify
their professignal needt and facilitating their in,Alvement in relevant
improvement activities are more likely to result in staff enrichment. By
working on his own attitude and involving staff in future evaluation efforts
(perhaps "converting" Susan by sincerely tryjng to understand hei views and
take them into consideration), this administrator might be able to improve,
staff morale and performance, and to work constructively with an excellent
teacher and potentially 'valuable employee:, Susan. Susan-is obviously zealous
in her pursuit of her goals; imagine what could be accomplished if her goals
and those of the,administrator could be'aligned.

Case Study 2:,

The problem is that, after a six-month investment of" time and resources,
the institution is again without a secretary. And, technically, this should
not-have occurred. The evaluation system on the whole.seems strong. Using
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this system, Jerry's skill deficiency was immediately identified and sensible
steps were taken to eliminate this deficiency. Jerrywas given every char-16e
to succeed. When the first training method did not bring about,the desired
results,.a second method was tried. When Jerry had not-succeeded after the
initial 90-day trial period, he was gtvena second 90-day period to make the
grade. All inall, given the relative simplicity of operating a dictating
machine, there is no reason why Jerry should not have mastered it in the time
allotted.

;Perhaps he'should not have beep hired in the first place, because he did
not possess all the basic skills required for the job. But it is seldom that
one finds a prospective employee ho fits the bill exactly. One expects to do
a certain amount of on-the-job trifling', if only to familiarize a skilled
employee with "the way things ar done in this institution." Furthermore,
there are other reasons for hir ng someone7WEE lacks only one skill. Perhaps
Jerry was one of their own gra uates. Perhaps he was the best candidate among
the applicants. These are suf icient reasons to have hired him under the cir-
cumstances.

If there-is a weakness in the evaluation system, it may be in the proce-
dures followed after each the trai g dec's-tons was made. As far as we
know, Jerry's lack of pro ess was di only at the end of each three-
month period. What was g ing on during those periods? The only evaluative
technique used that we a e aware of is "informal conversations." Were any
evaluative criteria for use of the dictating machine established and applied
in Jerry's case?

The point is that there is almost something a little strange about
Jerrx's failure to master the dictating.machine. Perhaps he had no intention
of mastering it. He may find it boring to sit and transcribe material from
tape. Consequently, he may have avoided the help of the experienced secretary
assigned to train him, and we know he didn't attend the classes. .Or perhaps
he knows how to operate the machine but lacks' skills in English. He may have
difficulty with spelling the words he hears. By remaining "untrained" he may
be avoiding a potentially embarrassing situation. But we don't know why he
failed nor, from what we are told, does the administrator. This is a fault of
the evaluatio system.

An experienced secretary was assigned to train Jerry. She could easily
have been provided with a-performance checklist to use in evaluating his prog-
ress periodically. If, after a reasonable length of time, Jerry's progress
was not adequate, she coul have alerted the administrator to this problem.
At that point, a structured conference could have been held to determine why
he wasn't making progress. e provision of a second training method seems
generous, but it really isn t if it is not the appropriate second method.

In short, more attention could have been paid to the use of formal evalu-
ation devices and to the notion of evaluation as a continuous function. On

the other hand, finding an administrator who believes in staff evaluation for
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the purpose of both staff.dvelbpment and for making employment decisions--and
who acts according to those be Jefs7-should'be cchmended. With a basis like
that to work from, it is likely thatihe administrator will identify the flaws
in the system and eliminate t em.

Level of Performance: You completed written critiques should have covered
the same major points as t e "Model Critiques." If, mpu' missed some points
or have ciiigiTons about ay additional points ytiu made., review the material
in the information. sheet "Co'nstructive Staff Evaluation: The Need and the
Reality," pp. 9-21, or c eck with your resource person if necessary.

Jo'
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Learning Experience II

OVERie EW

After .coMpl eti ng the. requi red readi ng ;:"critique :the-3 pe
mance "of two administrators in given case studies; in _.imple-,
menti ng staff evaluation procedures.

. ,

You will be reading the 4n formati on -Sheet, "IMO ementing ,"a
Plan for Constructi ve Staff Evaluation',"';'pp.

..i.'X.:0,- -F3

..-th'"
.

`Si.,,

--- '..". "12:444 .

7::' Yo LI will.' reading, the "Case Stpdtee,!!?. pp... 1,-8 -,',and cr -.; ii,,I.. , 1.-q-..': ..ti qui ng the, performance of the administrators::described. t.;,.. . t - .0,-% ,. , ,,.. .4. 1,....'*11:, ve4
--5. '

a.'' '''''.t... ''.:*..,

. .1- tv 1-, .7,,,,P1' , .. . . ,

.. - .,.:.

be
.7,:t.:. . , ;. ....

,sii.e.,
.

You will eva 1 uating yourcompetertcyp'L,critflOirtg the
'administrators`, performancelif.impl ementyg :Staffvaluation
:'procedures by comparing your',:comPl eted.ccitiquesItwth the -,".-.
"Model Critiques,".p.-,89-92. 5 ,

'''"It
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Activity
For information about the steps and procedures involved in
developing and' implementing a plan for constructive staff
evaluation, read.the following information sheet.

DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING A PLAN FOR
CONSTRUCTIVE STAFF EVALUATION. (

The aspiring or practicing vocational education administrator is
responsible--or, in today's parlance, accountablel-fOr the satisfactory work
performance of assigned staff. Given this need for accountability, the admin-
istrator must develop a plan from which employment determinations can be made,
and which promotes staff growth as

The amount of development squired varies. The new administrator may
find that an evaluation plan is already established for his/her institution/
district. On the other hand, a formal, written plan structuring the total
process may not exist. Evaluation may have been conducted, using some stan-
dard instrument, simply to meet the minimum requirements. In either of these
cases, the administrator has a job to do. Just because an evaluation plan
exists does not mean that that plan is goodj or up to date, or reflective of
the latest, beSt thinking concerning evaluation. Any existing plan should be
.reviewed carefully. If improvements can be made, the administrator,should
attempt--through channel; over time--to have thesd improvements ,incorporated
into the plan.

.

, 06.

Thus far, we have_-bten7d'-vi iscussing development of an.eyaluation plan by
,

persons at the administrative level. However, if the plan is to be func-,
tional, it must be acceptable to all parties involvdp.g The simplest way to
accomplish,thts is to involve representatives from each personnel category in
the planning. The level.of,involvement can vary. The administrator, could, ,..

for example, prepare the plan initially and then involve staff In reviewing
and refining that plan, Or, the administrator could appoint'a representative
committee of staff to develop such a plan; the administrator then becomes the .

reviewer, reactor, and °refiner of the plan. The key issue` here is that staff/ .

are, at s point,' genuinely and actively involved in determining how they i
are to be

r
valuated. As a consequence, staff should find the process more

,meaningN and less threatening than one that is perceived as,having been /

t ;developed and implemented by "others.".

i
-

,-)

e general acceptability of the plan is not the sole criterion by which
its orth should be judged, however. A good plan will contain-certain compo-
ne s, including the following:

An explanation of the purposesaof and rationale for evaluation

Roles and responsibilities

Time frame (e.g., frequency and timing of evaluatigns)
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Devices to used

Procedures to be followed

In addition, tilz system described will be based on certain established
precepts:

The basic principles of fairness, openness,'timeliness, and.c fi-

dentiality

Legal and organizational requirements with regard to due p ocess and
the 'human rights of the emplivees involved

The philosophy of the institution

Arid finally, based on the.three.precepts just listed, the p
certain criteriashould contain certain elements:

Evaluation of all staff

Regularly scheduled. observations, instead of random "drop in situ-'

atipris (frequently referred to,as evaluation by'convenience)

Pre- and postobsenvation conferences between eval ator and evaluatee

Use of a variety of evaluation techniques (e.g.' self-evaluation, .

peer evaluations, supervisor observation)

Reassessment, at predetermined intervals, designed to measure and
report continuing growth adllprogress made in areas that were pre-

. viously identified as requiring improvement . .

i Continuous, ongoing, developmental evaluation designed both to
facilitate staff improvement and to profide,a basis for employment
decisions

o
Safeguards ort'the use .of evaluation data

an should meet,

The discussion this far should have made yeuaware that the development
of a staff evaluation, system involves more than choosing an evaluatiowinstru-
menttand implementing it with your staff. The most important thing that you,,
as a vocational education administrator,' must realize is that you,have to have
plan for staff evaluatipa plan that is broad enough to include all cate-

gories of employees...No two staff evaluation plans can ever be exactly the

, same. Organizationsare different; employee groups and their.compOsition
. ,

ovary,vary4levaluation devices differ according to local needs. The intent of staff
evaluation should, however, remain constant. Staff evaluation should be
designed to improve the work perfqrmance of all employes and providea fair
assessment of performance for admlnistrative purposes. To develop a plan that
osters accountability and that incorporates strategies for staff improvement

a function of administrative leadership. Good vocational education pro-
rams do not just happen., They evolve because good people work together to
ake them happen. The role of the administrator is to see that this occurs.
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Evaluation System Design .

Voc'ational education administrators Must tonstdntly remind themselves
that staff evaluation is an everyday responsibility. Most'staff members look
tar assurances that they are performing acceptably. Praise and words of
dricouragement should not bereserved for special times or for those occasions
when formal evaluation procedures are exercised. Those who are experiencing
difficulty should feel reassured, through regular dialogue, that they are not
alone in this concern to improve their level of contribution to the organiza-
tion.

In order for day -to -day staff evaluation practices to be effective, how-
ever,..they must be part of the overall .evaluation design. The following com-
ponents td th(s.design are suggested:

Specification of job functions and predefined goals for improve-
ment3

. Selection/adaptation/development of specific evaluation instruments
and techniques 1

Provision,for evaluation feedback

Provision for summary evaluation

Let us consider each of these components in more detail.

Job Functions and Predefined Goals.for,IMprOvement

Given the continuous, circular nature of evaluation, there should be two .

levels Of goals... Based on an analysis of an employee's job function (e.g.,
teacher, custodian, admissions director.). .,one can specify, in general, .what
that employee should be doing and what skills he/she should possess. Conse-
quently; the achjevement of a high-level of competency in those task/skill
areas is .oneAoal.

.

On.a-Mbre specific level, evaluatiOn of employee performance against this
jobAescription provides a.basis for settingindividuaT.goals, or job targets.
The use of job targett allows the administrAtor and the employee to jointly
arrive at specific objectives relating to that employee's job performance.
Job targets are written statements that reemphasize organizational expecta-
tions, Ind incorporate plans to improve employee performance and promote con-
tinued growth.. A sample job target for a vocational instrgctor might include
an objective such as "By June 30, Iintend to increase my ability to individ-
ualize instruction within my ClasSrobM by' satis'factori'ly completing a workshop
On that topic." ';

3:- To gain skilt`141 preparing job descriptions, you may wishto refer to
Select Schdol Personnel, paft of the Competency-Based Vocational Eduqdtipn
Administrator Module'Series (Columbus, ON: The National Center for Reseatth
in Vocational Education, The Ohio state University, 198,1).

,
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a

1-*

Ideally, then, the evaluation p oCess would evolve as follows:
-,,

14- ,The-sktilsQrand' tasks requ Ired iti a given employee's job functi n

would be identified.

.2. The employee would be ap rised of these expectations, as how

!

often, how, and when he/ tie -would be evaluated. ,,--

3. Before the employee was bserved, the administrator wou d hold a
_preobservation conference with the ,empligyee to plan th- observation

in more detail. .

4., The observation would t e place as planned.

5. The administrator woul hold a postobservation conferenCe with the

employee discuss th evaluation findings and to help the ,employee

set job targets=-which brings us essentially back to step 2; job

target are "expectations.".

6. The process would then continue to recycle through the steps, with

.
'the expectations changing as the needs of the employee change, and
wits evaluation geared to' these expectations.

Preobservation conference. Although this meeting is itself a planning

meeting,-'you, as.an administrator, Just plan for it, too. You must provide

answers,' in advance, to certain questiont: What,is the purpose of the, meet-

ing? What do you hope to accoaplish? How will you conduct the meeting? How

will you ensure that the goals of/the meeting are accomplished? Essentially,

the purpose of the meeting is la Set the stage for the observation, for both

you and the employee. This is ttie time when the employee can tell you what

you can expect' to see during your, observation. For example, the teacher could

tell you what will be going onin.theclass or lab, what the student perfor-

mance objectives are, and what techniques he/she will be using. He/she can

provide you with the lesson plan to-be-followed. This is also the time when

you can review for the gmployee What you will be looking for and what devices

you_wil I be using to measure hit/her performance.
I

However, central to the success of _this meeting'is that,it not involve

the administrator In telling the employee what, will be expected. Planning the

observation should be a shared iesponsibility This should be a conference in

ng together toward a common goal.which the administrator and teacher are work

It- should be a conference in'which you and
other's plan--yours for the obServation,
observedand' come to an agregpent cohcer,
the observation. The obvious ,nlerits of

do a better job of observation if you
for; the employee can perform more sec

hidden °agendas, no surftises.

The cohference techniqueiS you hbuld use to ensure that this sharing

occurs are hel in conference tec i ues. Simple 2 provides an outline of the

key steps you s au ow t e elping conference.

he employee openly review each
s/hers for the performance to be
ing what will, in fact, occur during

his'sharing process are that.you can
ow hat to expect and what' to look"
rely and comfortably if there are no
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SAMPLE 2

THE HELPING CONFERENCE

In the helping conference, the evaluator does not tell the employee what he/she did wrong and what to do to
correct it. Rather, the key to the helping cOgirence is in helping the employee identify problem areas and
alternative ways of resolving them.

Preparing for the Conference

Obtain performance data (e.g., observe the teacher in class, videotape the teacher's performance).

Review documentation of any previous observations and conferences (i.e., has there been any
improvement or progress toward previous goals set?).

Plan the conference: objectives, procedures, setting, time.

Inform employee of the setting and time.

Assemble all resources needed for the conference, and prepare the setting (e.g., place chairs where
you can talk comfortably without your desk--a symbol of,authority--between you).

Conducting the Conferenbe

Greet the employee and endeavor to -put him/her at ease (e.g., discuss something of mutual interest'
such as a recent PBS television program).

Review the objectives set at any prior conferences and the objective of this conference. Use a
friendly but businesslike approach.

Encourage the employee to think of areas in which Kis/her performance could be improved, and
alternative ways of working toward that improvement, for example:

011

Do not deal in terms of right and wrong; rather, discuss what could have been done differ-
ently.

Concentrate on only one or two areas needing improvemeg. Addressing a huge array of problem
areas is overwhelming, discouraging, and ultimately no6productive.

...-

Give the employee an open invitation to talk, maintain ey .contact, sit in a relaxed natural
cm\position, listen actively to both verbal and nonverbal c unication, let what the employee

says cue you as to what to ask or discuss, be nondirective, and use open-ended questions (e.g.,
How do you feel about . . . ?).

, i :
' ?

Offer suggestions when necessary.
.

,f-

...

Help the employee set new objectives (Job targets) and identify resources needed.

Review the main points discussed and objectives set; ensure that both parties agree.
:!....

A

SOURCE: Adapted from Thomas Waller, Conduct a Helping ConferenCe
(Philadelphia, PA: Temple University, Department of Vocational Edu-
cation,'1980).
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Evaluation Instruments

In order to ensure that the evaluation process iS faireobjective, and
sufficiently thorough, it needs to be structured. One of the most effective
ways of ensuring that employees know on what bases they 'will be evaluated,
and that,the evaluation itself is fair and objective, is to use instruments- -
ones that incoporate the organization's expectations'for the employees. For

the teacher, this device should include criteria specifying what the organi-
zation considers to be "good teaching." For the custodian, this device
should reflect both the interpersonal skills and various job functions that'k
are deemed important.' In other words, if a custodian is supposed to clean
lavatories on a daily basis, wash windows on a weekly basis, and strip and
wax floors on a monthly basis, then these tasks should be included in the
evaluation instrument. The same holds true for a teacher. If a vocational-

instructor is supposed to -.(1) meet twice annually with a curriculum committee;

(2) develop student competency lists; (3) turn iR quarterly and final grades ;e
(4) participate in hall duty; and, of course (5) teach students--utilizing
good planning procedures and appropriate instructional techniques, providing
for individual differences, and maintaining,good classroom management--then
these' taskq should be included in the evaluation instrument.

These instruments do not need to be developed by you or your staff;
existing instruments--of which there are many--can be used as is or adapted to
your local needs. Basically, you will probably need three types of forms:

An instrument for all staff covering those skills that have to do
with how well"the employee meets general organizational requirements
for a good employee

' A standard form for noninstructional staff that is designed to be
easily adapted to each specific job function

A standard form for instructional staff that contains general items
concerning "good teaching," with-additional space for the rating of
specific job targets for any, one teacher

Evaluation of compliance with organizational polities and procedures.
Sample 3 is an example of an instrument designed to measure the organizational,
complt6ZeIpf employees. Notice that the form (1) lists and defines tpose
qualities that an employee should possess, (2) provides a four-point scale
for rating those qualities, (3) includes space for written comments and space,
for improvement goals (identified during the postobservation conference), and-
(4) requires the signatures of both the supervisor (evaluator) and employee
(evaluatee). Providing definitions or detcrikors concerning the qualities
helps to ensure that evergbne using theform has the same notion of what
the items mean and what they shoutd be evaluating.' Notice that this rating'
scale does not have on "unsatisfactbry" rating; instead, the rating is "needs
improvement." This ts the same as saying that the performance is not satis-
factory, but it stresse4.the positive and reinforces the notion that the goal sk

of the evaluation is not to obtain proof of incompetence; the purpose is to
identify areas that.should be--and can be--improved.

O
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SAMPLE 3
-;

EMPLOYEE EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

Directions: Evaluation forms are to be completed by the employee and supervisor. These will*be completed individually
and sepaaately. A copy will be exchanged pilor to the conference and both copies filed in the personnel folder.

NEEDS

Supervisor Signature Date

IMPROVEMENT ADEQUATE GOOD EXCELLENT COMMENTS

ATTENDANCE AND TARDINESS--reliability in
coming to work daily and conforming to working
hours

. .

----N-.

ALERTNESS -- ability loiogrs panidn:2ctioons;
meet changing conditions,
or problem situations

b:

t

1

,

APPEARANCE--neatness and appropriate dress
.

COURTESY AND FRIENDLINESS--sociability and
*rah shown towards public, other emplbyees,
supervisor, and those supervised 74 ,

, .

DEPENDABILITY -- ability to perform required
jobs with minimum of superviaion_

,
.

_

HCUSEKEEPINGorderliness and cleanliness in
which individual keeps work area

.

, r I

INITIATIVE--originality and resourcefulness
.

JUDGMENT--ability to evaluate situations, 4

make sound decisions, and set priorities --,,,,

. '.

44.
' :.

'Alf%

LOYALTY--adherence to organizational goals
and policies

,

, .

' 1

, A
RELATIONSHIPS WITH PEOPLE--tactfulness

A
,

.

STABILITY--ability.to"withstand pressure and
remain calm in crisis situations

.

.

.1t-

,...,

.
.WORK: a. Accuracy--correctness of work

T...

.

,

.-,-',

., .'...t "C.

.
.

duties performed
.

.
%

b. Knowled - ssessicm of infprma-

.

.

°
....

..,

t on concerning work duties that
an individual should know for satin-
factory performance !

- .

c: Organizationability40 meet
,

.

0 ,e,
"

,

.

'
Madlines and continmetprogress in
all areas of work responsibility

a

'
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r. -.7%. -.
NEEDS

+.401.1,41. 114,"Yr

IMPROVEMENT ADEQUATE GOOD EXCELLENT COMMENTS

d. Output--volume of work produced

.cons stently
. .

e. Qualitydegree of excellence

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS--
.. .

.
.

...

. .

OVERALL EVALUATION--

. .

Performance improvement--plans d goals:

*4

00'

p.

/1 9
40 '

A copy of this report has been
given to me and has been discussed
with me.

Employee's signature

NI)

4
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It is most - helpful if spade is provided for comments. The items to be -

rated are general in nature. Written comments can be made about specifics.
If you rate "Attendance"and Tardiness" as needing improvement, you can note in
the comments column the data concerning attendance and tardiness that have
caused you to make this rating. Then, during the postobservation conference,
it is easier to explain-and justify your ratings to the employee. It is also -
helpful to have these comments available when you are reviewing an employee's
total record over,, for example, a four-year period. These written comments
can refresh your memory concerning the employee's performance far more readily
than can simple ratings.

Providing. space for the improvement goals and the employee's signature
reinforces the notion of evaluation for improvement purposes. The employee
is involved, participates in a dialogue_ concerning his/her performance, and
has the right to be involvedin determining what news to happen next. The

instrument is not a secret device designed to undermf a the employee; rather, ,

the employee is a,partner in the evaluation process.

. *

, Evaluation of noninstructional employees. Samples 4 and 5 are examples
of instruments that are used in evaluating noninstructional employees at the
secondary and postsecondary levels. Notice that sample 4 starts with'back-
aground information concerning the employee's employment situation-and status,
nd then provides an open-ended item on skill masWy. Thus, this same

instrument could be used with each noninstructional employee; it can be
. .

tailored to specifically fit each employee's job function. This also allows
the job skills required to change as the job requirements changs4p This has
advantages. The potential drawbacks lie not in the form, but in the fact
that, often, the skills listed do not, in fact, reflect a specific employee's
particular responsibilities at a given time; they were simply copied fro last

;II
year's form or from that of another employee with the ,same job title. r o,
this instrument asks that the skills be rated as a unit. ,.Since the form ater
deals with skill areas separately, this may be acceptable; however, there is
some justification for listing, observing, and rating each skill separately.

.
,

Note that the form in sample 4 deals not only-with technical skills
related to the job, but alsofor all noninstructional employees--lists the

. attitude and performance criteria to be met (items 2'and 3 on the second
page). And, to ensure the emphasis on improvement, space is provided to
comment on strengths, areas needing improvement, and other comments and con-
clusions. There is, however, no specific space provided for listing the
techniques to be used to achieve improVement*goals. (Such comments could be
listed in item 6, but that's notreally what's called fon there.) It is not
sufficient to list areas needing help; far improvement to occur, there must be
systematic thought given, to what will be done to'encourage that improvement .

(e.g:, workshops,.on-the-job, training).

1

Sample 5 contains most of the elements we have been talking abotif.

It lists, in broad terms, the criteria or performance standards to be met.
What is missing are the specific job skills or functions for the individual

. employees. .However, this instrument, used in conjunction with a detailed -job
description for each employee, would provide a solid basis for evaluation.

.
.
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, SAMPLE 4'

NONINSTRUCTIQNAL EMPLOYEE EVALUATION INSTRUMENT

OSWEGO COUNTY BOCES
Mexico. NY

Date

INSTRUCTIONS:

Data on this form should be completed
by apprqpriate supervisor and submitted to the Personnel Office onceannually'for all noninstructional employees. Completed report should be reviewed by the supervisor and theemployee, with both signing the

report.'as.evidence of such review. The signed report will be retained in theemployee's personnel file in the Personnel Office.

1. Name

2. Present Assignment

3. Civil Service Status:
A. Civil Service Title

Competitive: Provisional
Noncompetitive
Labor
Exempt
Temporary

4. Current Salary Data: Schedule

Permanent,

Level

Daily

5. Attendance Record
A. Vacatidn Diys accumulated as of
B. Sick Days accumulated as of
C. Persona) Leave Days remaining as of
D. Days for which pay was deducted since

Step

ti

Annual

10 mos.
12 mos.

1. SKILL MASTERY

Skills required for present assignmegt'

Possesses high degree of skill mastery
Possesses adequate degr4e ofskill mastery
Needs more development in required skill

C\. ,Specific skfll area requiring further development

eee
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2. -ATTITUDES (Chet i numerical rating 1 through 4, with 4 being highest)

a. Accepts responsibilities of the job
b. Demonstrates cooperation and good will
c.' Relates well to others
d. Demonstrates understanding of the purpose of BOCES
k. Shows motivation for and interest in the work
f. Views sible in proper perspective
g. Shows willingness to learn and grow on the job

3. PERFORMANCE

a. Maintains good quality of output
b. Works well with others
c. Is able to work with limited supervision
d. Demonstrates sound decision making
e. Demonstrates initiative
f. Complies with BOCES policies and rules
g. Follows directions of supervisor
h. Shows good working habits

4. AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT '

1 2 3 4

1 3 4.

4

5. AREAS FOR COMMENDATION

6. OTHER COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIDNS

'

Data contained herein has been reviewed by:-

Supervisor's Signature

Date

Employee's Signature

C.15,1:1!

/

it;

(Revised 3/78 mm)

It-reso;o: w ;"4 1 st. L.4 " .:.1:141 »:. .'....J4

t,,
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SAMPLE 5

NONINSTRUCTIONAL EMPLOYEE EVALUATION INSTRUMENT -1
1

COAST COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

NAME CLASSIFICATION
, 19

INSTRUCTIONS FOR EVALUATION

I. New employees shall be evaluated at the end of.the 3rd and 5th month using entire form.
2. Regular employees shall be evaluated annually,by use of main body of form or just the narrative
3. Evaluations shall be prepared by the immediate supervisor.
4. Distribution of copies: (1) District Classified Personnel Office, (2) Employee, (3) Supervisor

(4) Golden West College personnel copy to Campus Business Manager's Office.
5: A conference Should be held with the employee regarding the evaluation.

A: QUALITY OF WORK
1. Productivity
2. Accuracy
3. Neatness

B. COOPERATION -- TEAMWORK

1. Adaptability/Flexibility

C. ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY AND SHOWS INITIATIVE

D. PERSONAL' RAITS
1. Dress--appropriate for job?
2. Personal habits

a. Punctuality
b. Attendance
c. Reliability
d. Attitude

E. ORGANIZATION OF WORK ASSIGNMENTS

F. INCREASING KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL OF JOB

6. SOUNDNESS OF JUDGMENT

H. CONFORMITY TO INSTRUCTIONS

1. OBSERVANCE OF SAFETY RULES AND MEASURES

"NARRATIVE: (use back if necessary)

sa,

Needs
Out- Above Below- Improve -

standing Average Average Average went

Period Covered: 3 months Probationary, 5 months Probationary. Arinual

7:

Signature of Employee Signature of .Evaluator
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Evaluation of instructional staff. To determine the job functions of
instructional staff, one has to answer the question, "What constitutes good
teaching?" That is a question researchers have been struggling with for
decades; no absolutely definitive answer has been forthcoming. We can say
with assurance that good teaching involves both a process and a pm: Zia. It's

in trying to go beyond that statement that the waters get muddy: Some experts
contend that it is only by measuring the product (the graduates of the pro-
gram) that we can dete'rmine the quality of instruction. Others define teach-
ing primarily in terms of the pedagogical skills required (process).

Given the inconclusiveness of the research, perhaps it is best to take a
path through the middle ground. The measurement of effective teaching,-then,
must consider a number' of areas:

Organizational compliance

Pedagogical (or process) skills

-Cocurricular or extracurricular functions

Quality of product produced

We have already discussed organizational, compliance, which includes such
qualities as attendance, dependability, initiative, loyalty, interpersonal
reAtionships, and other related elements.4'

A]though no two lists of pedagogical skills may be identical, they will
be similar. In general, a list of pedagogical skills will include areas such
as the following:

PrograM planning, development, andevaluatiOn

Instructional planning

Instructional execution

Instructional evaluation

Instructional management

Each of these-broad categories can then be further defined. For example,
instructional planning, includes the following skills:

Determining the needs and interes's of students

Developing student performance objectifies

Developing a unit of instruction

Deyeloping a lesson plan

Selecting student instructional materials

Preparing teacher-made instructional materials

It is up to you (or you and your evaluation committee) to-determine the
pedagogical criteria.that will-be included in the general instrument to be
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used. In doing so, you need to consider that (1) the instrument will most
commonly be used during the observation of a teacher conducting a single
class, and (2) in order to be usable, the instrument cannot be too long or
too detailed. Thus, your instrument should be geared to what is likely to
happen during a class--should include those key skills that must be present
if that teachWis to be considered competent.

During the proceSs of observation/evaluation/conference, the skills to be
evaluated can become more targeted' to individual needs. For-example, assume
teacher X is evaluated using an instrument containing the key basic skills
required and is foun,d to De deficient in one area: individualizing instruc-
tion. The individualization of instruction then would become the focus for
improvenient, and the next evaluation would also focus on that skill, in more
detail (see sample-W--When-that-teacher reached competency mall the-basic
skills,'higher-level or supplementary skills could become his/her job targets,
and.subsequent evaluations would fotus on these new job targets.

Identifying those skills that are the "key" elements of instruction
shOuld be a careful process. You can start to build a list of possible ele-
ments by referring to the literature and reviewing existing instruments. How-

- ever, the final list should Oespecific to the philosophy and goals of your
'institution /district, and should definitely give consideration to the most
current educational trends., Given the present concern for accommodating spe-
cial needs stydents in the regular classroom, for exampleb teachers should be
evaluated on their abilit to perform competently in this area.

The third category of items--cocurricular or extracurricular functions-_
attempts. to measure wh t might.be/called the by-products of instruction.
These by-products are another facet of tructio 1 effectiveness, and
include professionaltactivitiessoutside nor ssroom/laboratory instrOce
tion, such as involjiement with he following:

Curricul developmqnt

Advisory /committees /councils

---'.4-9catio al studenterganizations

Other student activities

PTA/PTO or-other parent-teacer organizations
.

COminittee work (e.4., curriculdn development committee)--

, Faculty activities

Professional organizations

Budgeting and reporting

Home visits%'.

Research and p ications

conferences
""

P,
I
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SAMPLE 6

TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM

IndividLatize Instruction (C-18)

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. em
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place anX in the N/A box. ne30,001, Porton

In the orientation lesson for the Individualized unit of In-
struction:
1. individualized instruction was defined and described in

,terms the students'could understand

LEVE OF PERFORMANCE

i 2 it tr.* /.#

2. students were shown or told where resource materials
and facilities could be found

3. key concepts to be learned in the unit were presented

4. the teacher's role as a guide in individualized instruction
was explained

5. student responsi4liti9And assignments were reviewed

6. examples'of possible learning activities were presented
to the students , .

7. dates were specified for work in the unit to be completed

8. explanation was given as to how students would be
evaluated

9. routine classroom procedures were reviewed

10. opportunity was provided for student discussion and
questions, and all questions were answered

In the Individualized unit of Instruction:
11. the teacher's consideration fbr sludents' needs, inter-

ests, and abilities was evident ... =7"

12. the performance objectives were presentecisimply and
clearly

13. the learning materials and activities were of direct to
students in achieving the objectives

14. a variety of materials and activities were provided at each
of several levels of difficulty'

SOURCE: 'Module C-10, di

Teacher Education Mod
tel Vocational Edkation (
InstrUctioral Materials,

46
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O 0 0
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1

vi ualize Instructioft part of the'Professional I

es pro uce y t e National Center for Research ,

ht; GA: Die American Association for Vocational 1
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The extent to which an instructional staff member is involved in these type of
responsibilities is a reflection on.a number of personal characteristics that
are generally accepted as approprfate attributes to possess when pursuing
instructional-goals. These characte tics are observable and, therefore,
reportable. ,

The final category of items to be considered concerns the measurement/
of the quality of the product produced by the instruction. In 'other words,

the effectiveness of the teacher is measured by focusing on the students who
have completed that teacher's program of instruction. In order to determine
teacher effectiveness in this area, you can review data obtained through

:'devices such as the following:

Student placement surveys

Employer satisfaction surveys

Student competency measures (e.g., state board exams, performance
tests,-competency checklists)

Student enrollment and dropout data

If the role orvocational educatior' is to educate men and women for produc-
tive roles within the world of work, it seems evident that the quality of
instruction occurring within the vocational agency should be, at least in
part, measpred by how well this goal is, being achieved. Thus, placement
rates, retentioLratesi employer satisfaction, and other follow-up data
provide one mearn.of determining instructional effectiveness. Caution must
definitely be exercised in making judgments based only on these measures,
however. Recent thought has underscored,the important role that vocational
education can play in nonemployment-directed activity (e.g., preparation for
leisure time; development of leadership skills, self-esteem, self-concept) as
well. Furthermore, low placement rates can be due to many factors other than
teacher ineffectiveness.

A

Similarly, although low enrollment figures or-high dropout rates may
indicate an instructional problem, it is equally possible that these outcomes
are due to an administrative reluctance to eliminate an outmpded program

"since the-equipment and instructional. staff are already in-places".
1

In short, considering data in this area can be. useful if it is considered.
in conjunction with othdr data from the other. three categories of items. Mea-

',surfing student achievement and success is a less than perfect science: In

industry, the product is generally tangible and lends itself to easy measure-

ment of quality. It is round or square, red or blue, soft or hard, weighs so
much, and measures so much. The product of vocational *ducatlon,'-the gradu-
ate--is not-so easily measured. Each student has his /her ownlieeds, inter-

ests, abilities, and career goals. Each industry hiring a student -has its

own standards an practices. Each teacher has his/her own instructional
' style. Dealing with all these variables makes ,it difficult to establish the

exact cause and effect-of success. But, this information ta_only One,piece of

4.
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the puzzle, and looking at this data in relation to other data gathered con-
cerning an instructional staff member can be've'ry productive.

Samples 7, 8, and.9 are examplosof devices for teacher evaluation.
Sample 7 presents a total teacher evaluation system. The device begins with
an overview of the system--how it was developed and what it contains. The

four components of the system are then presentedi each'with directions, exam-
ples, and forms to use. Component 1 involves to steps. First, the employee
being evaluated sets his/her own job targets. 'Then, later, he/she meets with
the evaluator to discuss and, if necessary, refine those targets. Component 2
is the Standard Observational Instrument to e used in assessing staff perfor-
mance, with space for documenting pre* and ostco ference comments. Colponent
3 is a device for evaluating "supervisory requir ments," which is what ft have
been referring to as organizational compl ance Component 4 provides a mecha-
nism for documenting the summary evalua on c nference. This system, you will

no e, prov 'es or t e measurement o
standards designated by the instItuti
working with the evaluator.

perrormance base on bo h preset
job targets set by the evaluatee

Sample 8 is an observation de ier sed at one postsecondary institution.
Ratings are required concerning n ne structional criteria, including one on
organizational compliance (#8). Nqt the instructions on the second page of
the form. 'These call for (1) t aluator to provi0 written comments- -
justification- -for any item ra s needing improveltent, and.(2) a postobser-
vation'conference. Note also th statement " he main purpose for evaluation
is the improvement of instr ti n." Finall the directions explain what each'
criterion means, thereby al owing all partie to interpret the items consis-
tently.

Sample 9 is an ins ume t that can be used to secure feedback from'
students on teacher eff ctiveness. The Instruments re to be completed

, anonymously (no space rovfded for name) and are ma hine-scored (by optical
scanner) for easy an ysis. The 26 items included ave been selected by this

institution as those criteria const "good teaching." Other forms could
just as easily contain other items epresen g other perceptions of-good
teaching.

/ 4,

Evaluation Techniques/-

/ ,

We mentioned p eviously that it is important not to place too much evalu-
ative weight on an one category ofeyaluation data; rather, a variety of data
should be Onside ed. For example, it may be desirable to use (1) an observa-
tion instr ment c pleted by a supervisor, (2) studen feedback surveys such
as the on shown in sample 9, (3) emplo r on surveys, (4) follow-up
study da a, and (5) other instru s as hown in the given samples. It can
also me n Lapp ng additional sources or evaluation data: the teacher him/
hersel peer advisory committee embers, or, other administrators.

I
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SAMPLE 7
-,Mr 'r1,,

TEACHER EVALUATION SYSTEM

THE ONONDAGA/MADISON COUNTIES .

BOARD OF COOPERAtIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

GpMADiso,.
-'s,:'A`Ow.. .

0
17

tCtfl

.,t(r

/'1/41,`

V41-'-' "TWE EDDY

DEVELOPED BY
THE ONONDAGA-MADISON BOCES

TEACHER EVALUATION COMMITTEE

1974-1977

p

I

1

A

1

4

,-
-,;3

-tot COMMITTEE MEMBERS

,7.:3 Frank Ambrosio Anivtani Subwintondont.
3,41.5,1"," Jean Aohon Spacial Education Teacher

*-1 Jeff Cannon - Sloon School
/6..-.4.,4.,::: Alva Ferris. Occupstional Education Taachor

. ' Ran Frey - Occupational Education Principal
kayo Goodwin Spacial Education Tooth's'

at'vr1-4.?" HOOttY Simla( &Wootton Sucauvlsor ,.14't
. Don Schenk Job llacornont Counwior

11.

,
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TEACHER EVALUATION SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Onondaga-Madison BOCES Teacher Evaluation Sy Item represents a multi-.
roar cooperative effort undertaken by a BOCES Teacher/Administrative Evaluation

Committee. It is a good example of accomplishment by 'a total edricational organiza-

tion. Several major milestone activities took place. This overview serves to identify

`those milestones. and to describe the major accomplishments of the Teacher/Adminis-

trative Evaluation Committee.
0.

TEACHER/ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION COMMITTEE: This committee

was appointed during the'1974-75 school year and consists of equal representation. The

leather Association appointed four of their memberito the committee and the District

Superintendent four members to represent the BOCES Board. Meetingswere held at least

once a month during the Evaluation System's developmental stage.,Later, when various

evaluaticin instruments were going through content validation, Meetings were gften held

weekly. The committee is weaently active and will contirye *) meetas changes take

place to enhance the Evaluation System.

TEACHE1 SURVEY: One of the first activities in which the committee became

engaged was the development and administration of a-teacher Opinion Survey. The

purpose df the survey was'to ascertain from teacher input what a teacher evaluation

sbotocontain. Sievey items were developed to gather data on the WHAT, HOW, WHO

and WHEN of an evaluation systeM. The results of the survey were analyzed by com-

puter and studied by the Committee. Based on the analysis of the teacher survey and

using teacher COMMUS as a guide the Committee began to identify components of a

comprehensive evaluation system.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEACHER EVALUATION SYSTEM: The Committee

recommended that the Evaluation System should indict; the following four components: -

-1
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1. STANDARD OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT (801) An observation in-
strument was developed with ific.evaluatiOn criteria defined. The SOI
was designed to contain pots_ easurement information and statements

-of judgment relating to measurem4t of specific teacher performance being
observed. 4The form provides space for bojh teacher and evaluator com-
ments.

2. JOB TARGETS - A job target form was develoeed which provides an oppor-
tunity for the person being evaluated and the evaluator to mutually estab-
lish statements of anticipated tedher performance at the beginning of the
school year. The form provides space for evaluator judgment and teacher
comment

a ADMINISTRATOR/SUPERVISOR REQUIREMENTS - Specific forms
w ere developed for Occupational Education and Special Education relat-,
ing to necessary administrative and superviSory activity in operating re-
spective programs on day to day basis. The Occupation& Education
building principals, DeVillo Sloan building principal and BOCES Special
Education, supervisory staff rate teaching staff on .specified activity. The
form provides space for teacher and evaluator comment..

4.. EMPLOYEE PERSONNEL FILE - The personnel file of each teacher being
evaluated is an integral part of the evaluation. Every teacher has access to
their personnel file and must receive a copy of all correspondence entered
into the Pe as the contents of the file will be used in evaluation. Although
duplicate files may be kept, the official personnel file must be kept in the
BOCES Personnel Office and used in the evaluation.

° I

A Summary Evaldation Form which represents the official year-end evalu-
ation for each teacher has also been developed.

DISSEMINATION OF TEACHER EVALUATION SYSTEM: Meetings were held

with BOCES teaching staff and component school district staff. Separate meetingliwere

held at the two Occupational Education Centers, with various Special Education teacher

groups and local district building principals housing EMR -classes. The purpose of these

meetings was to solicit input from the many populations veho would be affected by the

evaluation system and to present the components Of the evaluation system which had

been developed.

CONTENT VALIDATION: The Teacher Evaluation System was implemented as

53
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a pilot in the 1976-77 school year. As evaluations took place each of the four compo-

nents was evaluated in separate meetings that were held with members of the Evaluation

)
Committee and volunteer teacher particiyants. The purpose of these meetings was to

establish content validity by examining the various evaluation instruments after they had

been used in a live situation: Changes were made based upon input from these evaluation

sessions.

CONCLUSION: The utilization of the evaluation system is viewed as a dynamic

process and will undergQ continued assessment and change. This process will serve to

continuously reaffirm the stated purposes of the Onondaga-Madison Teacher Evaluation

System which are to use the results of the evaluation system to:

1) improve instructional programs through curriculum development

2) improve teaching skills through staff development programs

3) make rational decisgns regarding teacher continuation of employment.'

A copy of the evaluation document is enclosed for your examination.

I
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ONONDAGA-MADISON BOCES
STAFF EVALUATION

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR SETTING JOB TARGETS

The two most important persons'involved in the process of setting job targets are the evaluatee and
the evaluator(s). Ordinarily this is a duet: the individual and his administrative supervisor. The
key persons at the start are the individual' and the person charged with administrative respon-
sibility for his or her supervision.

Tht

sim
type of Performance evaluation assumes that no one can be expected to improve his/her work

ItaneOusly in every category and in all respects. When improvement is desired theremust be a
focus of attention upon particular areas.

he purpose of the lob target setting procediNAwhich takes place at the beginning of the per-
formance evaluation cycle, is to bring about agreement between the teacher or evaluatee, and
evaluator about those specific job targets which should be selected for special attention during the
ensuing evaluation period. The number or targets shall be determined by both parties.

The teacher and evaluator bring to the conference ideas for setting a proposed list of targets for
the evaluation pOridd. It is the responsibility of the evaluator and evaluatee to determine whether
the plan is realistic 'and in harmony with the goals and priorities of the school district.

EXAMPLES OF JOB TARGETS
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Develop a unit of study on the metric
system. A) Research informatidn on
equivalents by December 25. B) Develop
Iearning modules for metric systems by
January 21. CI'DeveloOla short multiple
choice test foreialvation by January 21;

Increase enrollment by: AYImplementing
a modular print reading study unit for
building trades students, B) Impleme
a modular print reading study un* for
machine shop students. C) Expandi the
drafting course offerings to include me-
chanical electronics and landscape chi-
tecture.

Develop techniques for coordinating cm-
' tomer relations, and employee-employer

reISS s as they arkexperienced in a real
word setting. A) By October 25 - discuss
va s pleipnt and unpleasant situations
which may arise in a beauty salon, e.g.,
handling complaints, int4racting with fel-

low workers, etc. B) By October 26 - De-
' velop role-playing models utilizing stu-

, dents. C) By 05,pber 27 - Develop
role-playing models utilizing staff.

EXAMPLES OF JOB TARGETS
SPECIAL EDUCATION

The special education teacher will make
semi-rnonthly visits to BOCES Curricu-
lum Resource Center to review materials
for the spewl education class that may
be Oseful with the framework of the
.cyrriculum in the class. The method of
evaluation will be to keep a log of num-
bers of visitt, materials reviewed and
those selected.

In the area of mathematics, teacher-made
supplementsl materials will be produced
and there will be a pre-test developed.
All students will- be expected to progress
at least one level of difficulty within the.
teacher-made progam and this will be
evidenced by post-test results,

At least two home visits per year will be
made to the parents of each of the stu-
denti in the class. The home visits will be
documented by a write-up which will be
on file in the student folder.

555 7
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ONONDAGA-MADISON tOCES
STAFF EVALUATION

JOB TARGETS

TARGET

4

Component 1

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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Component

ONONDAGAMADISON BOCES
SIAFF EVALUATION

STANDARD OBSERVATIONAL INSTRUMENT

The Standard Observational Instrument (SOO is a form which contains a list of crit is having
received acceptance by the teaching staff to be used in assessing staff performance The form
also contains an evaluation scale ranging from 10 to 1 with 10 being the highest ossible rat-
ing and 1 being the lowest possible rating that may be assigned to each observed criteria. A
rating of 3 or less is considered unacceptable. In addition, the evaluator will make a Cbmment
on each criteria being assessed and will provide a recbmmendatiorr whenevercappropriate.
The SOI will be used by the designated evaluator during a scheduled.observation in a class-
room. The results of the observation will then be used in a post observation session between
the evaluator and the evaluatee. ..
1. STUDENT BEHAVIOR: 'The students' behavior during the observation

ow (1) ./ NA ____

Observation Comments:

a

Recommendations:

2. CLASSROOM PRESENTATION: Teaching activities that occur within the class-
rOOm and reflect the kAowledge and use of good
teaching processes during the observation

110J (1)
NA, ,

.'Observation Comments: ,
/

I-
Recommendations:

yfr
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3. STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT: A variety of educational attainment by stu entt
(1) and the degree to which learning has taken place

. . . NA _during the observation

Observation Comments:

Recommendations:

4. STUDENT/TEACHER RELATIONSHIP:
clo) c (1)

NA

Observation Comments:

The quality of the nteraction that
occurs between the tudent and the
teacher during the ob ation

Recommendations:

5. KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER: Tiacher k owledge and understanding
of subj s being taught during the
observati n

(1o) (If
NA

Observation Comments:

4.
Recommendations:

58
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PRE CONFERENCE COMMENTS:

TEACHER EVALUATOR:

I

1%.

Component 2

POST CONFERENCE COMMENTS

TEACHER EVALUATOR - ,

J

TEACHER: DATE:

EVALUATOR: DATE:

59
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Component 3A

ONONDA AMADISON BOCES
STAF EVALUATION

SPECIAL EDUCATION D FIELD BASE SELF CONTAINED
SUPERVI RY REQUIREMENTS

1. REPORTIAIG . Accuracy and Promptness

a. Monthly Update Reports

b. Pupil Progress Reports

COMMENTS:

`TEACHER --1L EVALUATOR

SAT UNSAT

r 1 1

q e.4

*.

Aft

4

2. 'ABSENCES

a. Teacher calls Building Pri cipal regarding
absence at appropriate ime as designated
by District Policy and calls BOCES in'

- 'timely fashion prior a substitute list
. arriving at BOCES.

b. Submits appropriat forms, in a timely
fashion for antic' ated absences such as
personal busin

COMMENT$:' .

ei-;A HER

t 0

:

1".

EVALUATOR

7

iy

,
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Component 3A

3. COMPLIES WITH PROCEDURES AS DEFINED BY
BOARD POLICY, AS DESCRIBED IN THE CURRENT
TEACHERS HANDBOOK, OR AS PART OF THE STANDARD
OPERATING PROCEDURE AS AMENDED IN THE

SAT 1.7NSAT NM

TEACHERS HANDBOOK

a: Budget Preparation
I b.

c.

d.

e.

Requisitioning

ttendance Procedures

aintenance of Plan and Grade Book

Other riodic reports necessary for
mee ng required deadlines

MM.

COMM, NTS:

TEACHER EVALUATOR

OEvEvaluatee Date:
Evaluator. Date: `
Evaluator. Date:
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Component 3 -B 'y*+.1.0aw
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ONONDAGA-MADISON BDCES
STAFF EVALUATION

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT SERVICES AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
`SUPERVISORY REQUIR4EMENTS

REPORTING - Accuracy and Promptness

a.. Monthly reports on enrollment of children
in Special 'classes for the deaf

b. Maintenance of progress reports on children
served.

c. Monthly log of children served in Support
Services, itinerant, and hospital based
programs

d. Preparation and submtssipn of timely reports.
on children served (psychologists)

TEACHER EVALUATOR

SAT UNSAT NIA

I 1 1

I 1

f I 1 -1

I 1

2. , ABSENCES

a Reporting of anticipated absence to building
principals where service is expected,
according to District Policy and with
sufficient notice when a substitute is
required, and to BOCES Special Education
Office

b. Timely submission of proper forms for
anticipated absence such as personal
business

COMMENTS:

-.-0

TEACHER' EVALUATOR
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Cornp&ent 3.B

3. COMPLIES WITH PROCEDURES AS DEFINED BY
BOARO POLICY, AS DESCRIBED IN THE CURRENT
TEACHERS HANDBOOK, OR AS PART OF THE STANDARD
OPERATING PROCEDURE AS AMENOED IN THE
TEACHERS HANDBOOK

a. Budget Preparation

b. Requisitioning

c. Attendance Procedures.

d. Maintenance of Plan,and Grade Book

e. Other periodic reports necessary for
meeting required deadlines

COMMENTS.

TEACHER

SAT UNSAT

EVALUATOR

for

V

Evaluatee Date:
Evaluator Date:
Evaluator4 Date:

64.
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ONONDAGAMADISON BOCES
STAFF EVALUATION

OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION AND DEVILLQ SLOAN
- ' SUPERVISORY REQUIREMENTS

-1

Component 3C

1. SAFETY

a.
cMaintains a Safe and Orderly Teaching
. Environment

b. Develops and Maintains Safe Work Habits

COMMENTS

TEACHER EVALUATOR

.

t

SAT UNSAT N/A

I

11.

2. COMPLIES WITH PROCEDURES AS DEFINED BY
BOARD POLICY, AS DESCRIBED IN THE CURRENT r

TEACHERS HANDBOOK, OR AS PART OF THE STANDARD
OPERATING PROCEDURE AS AMENDED' IN THE
TEACHERS HANDBOOK

a. Budget Preparation

b. Requisitioning

c. Attendance Procedures

d. Maintenance of Plan and Grade Book

e. Meets Required Deadlines
.3:

*
)

CQMMENTS: 04.

TEACHER EVALUATOR

so

1

s

J

/

.

II*

I.

;

i

;
1

i

...... J
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i

-4,

Ii

COMMENTS.

Component 3-C

,

TEACHER EVALUATOR

OP

,

c

-,,

ealuatee Date:

4r...,.

Evaluator v, Date:

Evaluator Date:

i

/
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alComponent 4

ONONDAGA.MADISON BO CES
STAFF EVALUATION

SUMMARY EVALUATION CONFERENCE

The following documents:

1. Job Target Component
2. Standard Observational Instrument
3. Supervisory Requirement Component

along w a of evaluatee's personnel file represent the Sum
mary Ev uation for the academic year

SUMMARY COMMENTS*

TEACHER EVALUATOR

r.

4 N.A.., ea... .......1......

67
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SUMMARY COMMENTS:

TEACHER

,,

Component 4

EVALUATOR
a

0 1;

Evaluatee: Date:

Evaluator: Date:

&jig& ") Date:
O

4

I.

686D
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SAMPLE 8

HOURLY INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION' REPORT

DISTRIBUTION:
White to Area Armco.
Canary to Dean .
fink to Instructor

COAST COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
CC ASTU
COMMUN COLLEGE

Instructor Evaltstlrde
Course Ticket*
Description of Visit

Date of Visit

INSTRUCTIONAL ASSESSMENT

1. Knowledge of subject
. .

..

2. Ability to present ideas: clacity of
explanations .....

.

3. Use of instructionll techniques and
aids which stimulate class interest
and meet student needs

.

.

4. Encouragement of student participa-
bon and maintenance of effective
rapport with students

.

. a.

rr-

5. Preparation for class and organiza-
tion of material consistent with
approved course outline

v

..- ..,-.6. Use of time

7. Enthusiasm of instructor

8. Administrative attitude and effective-
nessCooperation in meeting classes, ,

attending meetings, and handling
,., administrative details

c

R., Sensitivity to educational growth and
'needs of students .

-

ElSatisfactory EDRecommend action
to Improve instruction

EiRecommend conference with
Dean/Area Director

Remarks by rnsfructor: Remarks by visitor:

Soonatare of hutractor Date Signature and Title Office of Instruction

'This portion to be completed by the visitor prior to paroolaation of this report to the Instructor.

69
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GENERAL NOTES:

A. Visitor's comments are required for any item where a "Needs Improvement" box is checked.

. B. Other relevant comments, in an effort to be constructive, are encouraged for all items.

C. Comments and input from both the visitor and the instructor, should be included after the evaluation,
conference has been held.

D. The main purpose for evaluation is the improvement of instruction. Constructive criticism accomplished in a
positive manner by the evaluator and accepted, as such, by the instructor is the basis for the evaluation
program. (

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF NUMBERED ITEMS ON FORM:

1. A subjective evahrtion. of the instructor's knowledge of the subject demonstrated by the class instruction
observed.

2. 4 measure of the instructor's ability to communicate ideas, concepts, factual material, and other pertinent
information in a clear, concise, and appropriate manner.

3. Measures ability to develop and make use of instructional techniques and aids which meet individual
differences and needs in students, stimulate class interest, and ay pent and are consistent with the material
being presented. Examples of instructional techniques would inciMe group exercises, experimental exercises,
games, simulations, open discussions, workshops, guest speakers, and field trips. Examples of instructional
aids Would include audio or video taping, films, computer augmented instruction, overhead projectors,
chalkboards, and handouts.

4. Measures the degree to which the instructor actively seeks and encourages student involvement and
participation in class activities, including the ability to maintain rapport with the students.

5. Measures preparation for class sessions, including organization of material to be presented, management of
learning experiences, preparation of instructional aids, and planning in accordance with approved course
outlines. _ .

6. Measures management of clask time, including punctuality in meeting etas/reit adminiitration of
examinations, coverage of course material, and handling of class administrative de

7. Measures attitude toward students, class activities, or the urse material presented. Atti cies can range from
being very positive and enthusiastic to being inclifferen negative. 7

8. Measures administrative attilvde nd effectiveness, including cooperating in meeting clans and attending
meetings; reading all instructo s bulletins, announcements, and directives and taking appropriate action;
reporting absences; and m t'aining accurate student enrollment records.

9. Measures sensitivity to stu e needs, including the ability to use instructor's knowledge to benefit students'
'educational growth and gestudents' achievment of Conroe goals.

DISTRIBUTION:
White copy to Area Director
Canary copy to Dean
Pink copy to Instructor

us.
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SAMPLE 9' 1

STUDENT EVALUATION ,OF INSTRUCTION
a

I

0

Periodic evaluation of all Instructont and courses for the purpose of Improving Instruction Is the policyof the CoastCommunity Coffees Olstnct and Coestilne Community College. Student evaluation la, an important part of theevaluation process.

The college and faculty appreciate your assistance In Improving Instruction and your cooperation In completing this'evaluation form.

QIRECTIONS

Please evaluate your instructor and class in eesh of the foliewing areas. If you wish To make any comments suggestedby the questions or statements below, or aoagany other alkoect of the Clots, please write themon the paper provided.
Please read each statement carefully and select the response which in-your idectrient best describes the instructor
and/or class. Blackenone response on your IBM card for each statement.

PART ONE

, 5

1. Objectives for tics course were clearly stated

2. The instructor's class presentations are consistent
with the stated course obilillikps ..

3. Clam matenal is presented in a clear end
systematic manner ..

4. Teaching methods are well adapted to the subject
area and course content ..eX

5. The instructor adapts his/her teaching methods to ..meet student needs .
'' -.

El. The instructor is well prepared tot each class'
7. The instructor utilizes the total scheduled class -

time in an effective manner

8 The instructor maintains a high level of student
Interest it; gess

9. The instructor appears well inforriiied in the subject
area in which he/shis is teaching

10. The method(s) for evaluating student progress and
performance are dearly stated

11., The evaluation methods and grading practices ate
reasonable and fair

12. Examinations reflect the important aspects of the course
and are consistent with class presentations and assignments

13. The instructor available and willing to provide
esaistance to Meats

.

e

1

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

-ABODE
A

A

A

f

B

B

B

B

B

B

EIC0E
B

8

B

13

B

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

I

D

.
D

D

0

. 0

0

0

0,

0

0

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

.

.

%

I.

;

_...,
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14. The instructor offers helpful personal (written or
verbal) suggestions for improvement in learning

15. The instructor encourages students to think for themselves

16. The instructor appears genuinely Concerned with
student progress

17. The instructor encourages student participation.
contribution, and questions ,

16. The instructir is receptive to the expression Of
other viewpoints

19. The textbook(s) readings and/or supplementary class
materials are appropriate. informative, and helpful

20. The laboratories or studios or field trip aczivitiet
-

are well organized and meaningful

A

A

A

A

A

A'

A

i

EICOE
8

B

13

B

B

B

C

G.

C

C

C

CDE

.0

0

0

)0

0

E

E .

.

E

E

;

-

.

PARTTWO

21. For my preparation and ability, the Content level of this class is:

A. elementary -- B. about right

22. The pace at which the instructor covers the course material is:

, A. slow 8. about tight , C. fast,
.

tt1. As a result of taking this etas, my interest in this subject area has: ...

A. been stimulated -EL-remained about thesame C. declined
1.24. Overall. I would rate the value of this class to me as:

A. very valuable . 8. somewhat valuable '', C. little or no value

25. Overall. I would suggeit the subject content pf this eta= .
I .

A. remain as is'
.

B. be revised in some area' C. be deleted from the rriculum
a.

26. Overall. I would rate my attendance at the class my participation in this class. and my contribution t the learning
.- . , .. ,

'process as: e..,- .

A. more than adequate B. adequate C. less than adequa

C. difficult

1

COMMENTS
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Peer evaluation. and teacher self-evaluation are two very valid and reli-
able methods for gathertng a complete evaluation picture that is objective
and accurate. The very nature of. this type of'evaluation tends to diminish

the threat implied by a more forffal, supervisory observation. Consider the
following example:.

leacher Xis continuously sending students to the office for various
infractiOns of'discipliqary policy. When distussing these infractions
With the,offending students, the administrit01. learns that these students
feel thdt the teacher is moody, often condescending in his manner, and
unconcerned about their input into classroom activities. In discussing
the same behavior problems with teacher X, the administrator finds that
the teacher is frustrated. He feels that the students are constantly
challenging his authority and that they are not there to learn. "Kids,"

he says, " just don't behave the.way we did back when we went to school."

How do you, as teacher X's supervisor, try to,reconcile these differences in
perception? Do you accept the students' version and deal firmly with teacher
X, or do you side with teacher X and continue to discipline students who can-
not accommodate his system?

The correct response is ".Neither.',' What is needed here is more informa-
tion. You can get more informattbn by making visits yourself to the teacher's
cl.assroom. Howexer, you nqp4 to keep inJmind that your presence will undoubt-
edly affect the class disstpline; you may not be able to,observe the problem
at.all. Two other methods, then, that you could use are (1) to ask a peer- -
one who is trusted by the teacher--to observe-the class, and (2) to allow the
teacher to videotape'the class so he can review and evaluate his own, perfor-
mance.

The advantages of using videotape cannot be stressed too much. If you

have access to videotape recording (VTR) equipment, you greatly increase your
ability to prOvide a high-quality evaluation system. Without it, the teacher
must rely on the perceptions and-opinions of others. With it, the teacher can
review his/her own performance with a somewhat objective eye. A teacher can
w4tch a videotape and evaluate his/her performnce using'an evaluation instru-
ment. Or, you and the teacher can view the videotape together-as a basis for
discussion during the postobservation conference,

However, a lack of VTR equipment does not mean you cannot have a high-
quality evaluation system. If you are careful to select a variety of tech-
niques, which will provide you with feedback from a variety of sources, you
will secure solid evaluation data, which will enable you to make recommenda-
tions for improvement. Sample'10 provides a good overview of the techniques
that. hould,be used in evaluating teacher,performance, including the use of
a Variety of sources. Sample 11 shows a lisiting of some evaluatiori systems

currently in use.

Sr
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SAMPLE 10

SOME THOUGHTS ON TEACHER EVALUATION

IMPROVING THE EVALUATION OF TEACHING PERFORMANCE

Following are some thoughts on evaluation printed in
a newsletter published by the Teaching and Learning

Center of the University of Nebraska at Lincoln.

*The institution of evaluation of teaching constitutes one step in the improvement orteaching. A needed` ]pext step is the development of better evaluation procedures. Sufficient research has been completed on teachingevaluation practices in higher education to provide the data necessary for making informed choices of assessment'procedurel and approaches.

"Considerable debate has taken place concerning whether the purpose of evaluating teaching performance is tohelp faculty improve theirteaching or to rate them for purposes of making administrative decisions about theirpay and rank. While these two purposes are quite different, it must be recognized that a well-designed evaluation
program can and must serve both of them.

Most of the time the focus of the evaluation
process should be one helping the teacher become more ableEvidence is only needed for administrative decisions at those times when decisions concerning promotion and m tpay need to be made anyway. In general, the more that is known about the instructor's

teaching, the better bothtypes of evaluation can be done.

"Whenever teaching evaluation is conducted, there
appear to be certain principles that should be followed ifthe results are to support teaching improvement

and/Or valid administrative decisions;

1. Multiple approaches should be used. When this is done, the"limitations of one method are balanced by thestrengths of another, and thus, the fairness of the evaluation is increased. The approaches currently
most frequently used in higher education for evaluating

teaching performance are (1) systematic student
ratings, (2) administrator evaluation, and (3) colleague opinions. Also receiving attention in research
literature are self-evaluation and evidence of student learning.

2. The evaluation should be conducted in such a manner as to provide the instructor with information useful.
for his/her improvement as a teacher, This means, among other things, ev n instrument
must relate specifically to the work of the individual teacher, and evidence must be gath d and madeavailable to the teacher at the time when he or she can make best use of it. Assistance mus e avail-ablt to the teacher in working to improve his/her performance. The teacher must have the oppor pity totaktl corrective action when negative information about his /her teaching is revealed. The first trust ofthe evaluation must always be to help the teacher be successful; only when it becomes obviouS t theteacher cannot or will not teach effectively does the main purpose change.

3. 'Student participation in the evaluation of a teacher Should be designed so that it can be thoughtfully
and candidly mage. If students are asked to write evaluations during the last few minutes of the lastclass or when they are tired after completing

a final exam, their responses are less likely to be
thoughtful, and they may not'view the evaluation task as important. Students must believe that some use
beneficial to students will be made of the information they provide. One Way to demonstrate this to stu-
dents is to conduct the evaluation during, rather than at the end of, the semester.

7.

4. Some kind of evidence regarding student learning
shOuld be'gathered,as part of the . total evaluation ofteaching. Teachers often are skeptical about this type of evaluation because of the limitations of

existing ways to accomplish it. Nevertheless, since Student learning represents what teaching is all
about, it seems important to make at least some attempt in,this direction, Among possibilities for
providing such evidence are (I) student performance on certification oy/bther standardized exams,
(2) data on student achievement of

course objectives, (3) how student performs in follow-up course,(4) measures of improvement in certain skills,
and (5) student self-analysis of what he/she has learned.

, As long as evidence of this type is used as part of a multiple-measure approach to evaluation, having
more evidence on student learning will make an important contribution to the assessment.

5. The total evaluation of a faculty member as a teacher should include consideration of what he or She isdoing for his/her own development as a teacher,
including attending workshops, redeveloping teaching

materials, trying new approaches, seeking help from others, etc. These considerations should include hoW
the teacher is profiting from the evaluations he/she has received.

6. Evaluation approaches in which the teacher interacts with someone else, e.g., a colleague or an adminis-trator, have particular advantages. Having the faculty member and his/her administrator work together onan evaluation often produces a feeling of a team working for improvement."
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SAMPLE 11
. 2

EVALUATION, SYSTEMS

Instructional Improvement Through Evaluation

Spokane Community College
N1810 Green Street
Spokane, Washington 99207

4

.Af

Washington Community College D strict 17 markets a computer-assisted assessment...system, which they devel-

oped primarily for the improve. t of instructions Institutions buying into tgis system gain access to an

assessment catalog containing.2, 0 assessment questiods add 650 student-directed questions, and the data-

processing services of District 17.

Staff Development for Vocational Educators
Minnesota Research and Development Center for Vocational Education
University of Minnesota, Department of Vocational and Technical Education
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

This total staff development system includes a set of three instruments for the evaluation of instruction for

vocational teachers: a teacher form, a student form, and a supervisor fdrm. 'These instruments are available

for purchase and are designed to be optically scanned for computer analysis.

41
Council of Educators
Temple University, Department of Vocational Eduction .

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122
41b

Designed for use in their inservice'teacher training system, the concept of using a council of,educato
the evaluation process could be adapted easily for in-school staff evaluation. Basically, the teacher pur-

sues skills via performance-based moduleg, accumulates documentation, and self-evaluates. When he/she feels

competent in a skill, the performance is videotaped, and he/she is evaluated by a trained reSource person.
Ultimately, the teacher has a portfolio of written and videotaped documentation reflecting his/her skill. A

council of educators--comprised of 5clucators at various levels--can then review this thorough dodumeneation
and etraluate the tea5her's overall effectiveness.

Teacher Assessment Project
University of Georgia, College of Education
Athens, Geor a 30602 4 .

As a result of project work over-a four-year period. a set of Teicher Performance Assessment Instruments
(TPAI) has been produced. The TPAI are designed to.determine how well teachers can demonstrate selected

general competencies (teaching skills). There are five different instruments in the IPA!: Teaching Plans

and Materials, Classroom Procedures, Interpersonal Skills, Professional Standards, d Student Perceptions.

After a teacher has been assessed with thq TPA!, the resulting data can be consol cited -and displayed in

graphic form as a performance profile.
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Evaluation Follow-up

%we. v..NOD

e

The administrator/evaluator and the employee/evaluatee should meet to
discuss the evaluation process and results, and to develop an action plan
aimed at improved performance. The admihistrator should not be shocked to

.sometimes find that change on his/her part is also required in order to accom-
A modate employee growth. You should be cautioned not to become a scapegoat for

poor employee performance; howeveryou should also be receptive to the need
for change on your part'should it bUwarranted. For example, if an instructor
is failing,to use a variety of medla in the classroom because of a poor system
for checkout, use, or maintenance of that-equipment, then it is the responsi-
bility of you and your staff to make changes.

Furthermore, the burden is on you to provide adequate staff improvement
opportunities if you truly expect the.staff evaluation system to translate
into improved staff performance. These staff improvement activities can to e
the form of formal course work, suggested readings, peer visitations, or an
other number of various alternatives designed to decrease the discrepancy
between what is expected of an employee and the current level of that empl y-
ee's performance. If you are serious about developing employee potential
you must make a conscientious effort to provide the mechanism to promote
this growth.4 -It will not happen automatically:- A staff-evaluation sys
tem, without a corresponding commitment to staff improvement, can only s rve
to verily that evalqation is a one-shot rating session rather that' a dev lop-
mental improvement process.

Determining, cooperatively, what areas need improvement and what ctivi,

- ties will be undertaken' to promote that improvement should be the obje t of
the postobservation sgssion. This is the time during which you shoul on

the basis of your evaluation data, be helptpg the employee to develop a plan
of action with new targets to be met. The guidelines provided in s ple 2,

p. 37i for the helping conference are applicable here.. If the confe ence is
to be productive, active involvement is required on the part of the valuatee,

This is not a time to explain to the employee the error of his/her ays. It

is, rather, a time to work together and to determine with the em01 ee what
his/her professional development needs are and strategies for improvement.

It should be noted that evaluation follow-up is often one of the most
overlooked and underused aspects of'staff evaluation. Let's look at an exam-
ple illustrating this, point:

The vqgational education administrator prepares a biannual evaluation
reporeOn an office secretary. This report indicates the eed for
'improvement in self-initiative and judgment when prioriti ng daily

4. For further information concerning provisions to, promote aculty growth,
you may wish to refer'to Provide.a Staff Development Program, part of the
Competenty-Based Vocational Education Administrator Module tries (Columbus,

OH: jhe Nation .1 Center for'Reseirch In Vocational Educatio The Ohio State
Uniyersity, 10 - .

itb
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Work assignments, and in betng, able to -complete t sks independently.
The vocational administrator discusses these and others' aspects of job
performance with the'secretary. The administrator hen leaves the
conference feeling relieved about getting through th s unpleasant ses-
sion, and grateful that another evaluation of this employee need not be
performed for another five or six months.

The question they becomes, "What has the' administrator really accomplished?"
Staff evaluation, in this instance, is not designed to make a difference.
Rather, it is seen as a chore that must be tolerated in order to comply with
organizational guidelines or to "cover oneself" for a possible dismissal pro-
ceeding. The administrator did a good job of evaluation; however, without
doing a good job of follow-up, there is little value in the process.

EvalLiation follow-up is a critical area for both the employee and the.
administrator. Most employees want to do well. Most are sensitive to cri-
ticism and want to rectify conditions that may lead to repeated criticism.
These same employees will-monitor/the administrator's behavior during the

'postobservation conference; Was the administrator being simply critical, or
does he /she, really seem to care? Does he /she demonstrate a commitment to
supporting and helping--to creating an'atmosphere for change?

-

Clearly, the effective administrab cannot view staff evaluation as a
stagnant biannual ritual. It must be an ongoing process--preobservation con-
ference, observation, postobservation conference--of interpersonal involve-
ment aimed at promoting employee growth and change. In order to achieve the
desired results, the administrator must provide opportunities for the employee
to demonstrate growth and change. This means selecting and assigning specific.
work tasks, or job targets, designedto build needed skills. The results of
these efforts must be carefully monitored and feedback must be provided to
the employee concerning his/her progresS: Progress should result in praise,
and the need for further improvement should be defined.

it .

Summary Evaluation

You will recall that sampled included a section (pp. 67-68) in which to
summarize the results of the evaluation process. Atainmary evaluation should
be implemented at least once annually and should serve as a tool for the fur-

'ther development and refinement of,subsequent job targets. Staff evaluation,
thereby, becomes a continuous, -self- perpetuating process.

Of course, not all staff evaluation can be defined in developmental (for-
mative) terms. Employment decisions for continuation of employment, termina-

tion, or`promotion are an inherent part of any staff evalUation syste. ThUs,
the summary valuation should be designed to formally document job perfor-
mance. It effould include areas in need of improvement, a listing of recom-
mendations made by the administrator, and ways in which the employee has
responded or reacted to these suggestions.

7i8



Pragmatically, the ultimate test for all employees is whether or not
the organization chooses to retain them within a given work assignment. Obvi-
ously,the employee has options too; however, for the sake of this discussion,
our attention will be focused on employer-initiated decisions.

It/has been established throughout our discussion that the primary pur-
pose o staff evaluation should be to promote the growth and development of
each 'ployee. However; it has also been noted that vocational education
egen des have a mission--that of educating individuals for the world of work.
In rder to accomplish this mission, the organization must ensure that staff
pe formance is of a high quality. Decisions, therefore, must be made concern-
i g.the adequacy of performance of present staff in relation tO the various
ositions to which they are assigned. These decisions, though difficult to

l quality of the Voca Tonal education program.
ake, are a vital (Ind of the administrator's role in

difficult

the overall

Most employment decisions are itositive. They relate to continued employ-
merit,merit, tenure recommendations, and:promotions. Even staff terminations do not

'1/ have to have a negative association, although in truth many do. Ideally, a

well-implemented staff evaluation _system should make a termination decision a
foregone conclusion, equally desirable to all involved, all of whom'are intent
on the same goal: vocational education of the highest-possible caliber.

4

I-

Let's look at an example f an employment decision-making problem.

Mar& is a second-year f. production managementinsructor in a
se ondary vocational ed cation. center. Mary just hasn't developed the
1 adership skills that you feel are necessary to achieve the level of
.e ucational program quality that you desire. Although Mary appears to be

petent in providin' daily classroom instruction, a number of indica-
ors suggest a proble in her overall performance. These include declin-
ngsstudent enrollme ts, two student fightsin her classroom, her lack of
interest in being i olved in curriculum revision and'student activities,
and poor job placem nt rates.

On the other hand, you really like Mary as a per.son. She's a pleasant
person, active on the faculty /softball team, and-devoted to her family.
You don't really ant to terminate her, so you talk!to her one more time,
and then issue h r a contract for the following year, her. third year of
teaching. - '

*

Mary's thfird y ar of teaching comes and goes, and Mary has not improved
her work perfo ante in any of the problem areas identified. In this

state,,Mary i- eligible for tenure at the comple/ ion of her third year of
working in th same teaching assignment. By allowing her to enter into
her third ye r, you no ave,# situation in which,more strictly defined
due prOcess 'rocedure st Ice exercised in order to dismiss Mary from

. this assign ent. Mary awaiting your decision to make a tenure recom-
mendation the-board. at do you do?

C
I
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Obviously, you should not have failed to act earlier based on your per-
ceptions of Mary's job performance. Failure to act, within the staff evalua-
tion process, is not as uncommon as one might hope or expect. Ad stra-
tors must not be lulled into the false belief that it is imports , above all,
that everybody likes them, or that undocumented' conversation, c oling, and
two annual classroom observations are going to be enough substa tiation to
renddr an unfavorable tenure recommendation. The result, depen on Mary's
perseverance in pursuing her rights, would most likely-fall in her favor. Try
motivating her to improve after that. t-.

Employment duisions 'should a natural ext;ns/cof the total staff
evaluation process. A vocational education administratbr, should not develop
one staff evaluation system based on the need for staff improvement and
another based on the need to make employment deciiions. A good evaluation
design incorporltes both. Given a ,good evaluation design, the following
points should be considered when making an employment decisOn:

Has the employee been apprised is or'her-job function within the !*
organization? Is this inf ation:axaAlable in writing?

Has the employee been infbrmed about the staff evaluation proces
how it works and why it exists? 0':

Has the employee been evaluated on a regular basis? Did the emplbye
receive-a written copy of the evalu results? If so, does it
include suggestions for improvemen the employee invited to
discuss the evaluatiowestitt4?

4

If suggestions for imitOyement were n.ted, did follow-up occur? Was
the employee reevaluated withoS att:ntion being focused on the
areas determined to be loticient s evaluation reports? Are
these reevaluations avai able in writ en nn?

Has the employee been honestly and consistently informed about his/
her status within the organization?; Is this appraisal available in
writing? .

Have you done everything within yodr power to assist the employee in
, improving his /her work performance? Can you provide documentation of

these activities?

/ '

I u can answer yes to each of above questions, you should have an
adequate staff evaluation system--one that includes a basis for both staff

f-y6

impro ment and employment decision making.-Although the emphasis od docu-
mentatio may appear burdensome, and possibly threatening to the employee,
it is es ntial. A formal record of an employee's work performance should
be able to withstand a legal test if employment decisions "e c allenged.

Unnecessary negative implicat ons, which can result (:firoin 4n adherence to .

such a formal evaluation system, c n be lessened by the a ministrator through
.

the development of an open and sh ring employment environment. Remember, the
role of the vocational administr r is to develop an organizational climate
thatpromotes employee growth an change. This intent is not altered by the
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need to make employment decisions. The decisions shouldrbe_a logjc 1 'exten-
sion of the staff evaluation process nd no one should be surprised when they
are rendered.

Optional
%Activity

%110

You may wishlto locate a variety of existing instruments for
use in evaluating staff. These can be located by checking
with your resource'person, local educational insti aps,
state department staff, evaluation literature ova able in the
library, and so on. As you review,each instrumen , ask your-
self the following kind's of questions: ),

this instrument applicable for all staff, or only one
more particular categories of staff?

Does the instrument cover technical job skills? Orga-
nizan o ompliance?

How do the instruments for instructor evaluation
"define" good teaching?

Does the instrument reflect a direct concern for Staff
improvement.(e.g., provision for conference notes)?

Could the instrument be used or adapted for use in your
staff evaluation system?

80 8I.



Case Study*I.:

WM,

4

The, following "Case Studies" describe the techniques and
devices used by vocational education admi istrators in two
.institutions to evaluate staff pthormanc . Read each situ-
ation and critique in writing the performa ce of the admin-
istrator(s) described, including the total .evaluation system
plan, the ihstruMents used,and the implem ntation of the
system. '

,

CASE STUDIES

John has recently be pRointed to the position of director of(voca-
tional educattop.at the are occupattOnal education center. He was s lected
for thispositilon After a re w of twelve final candidates. A fac
weighing heavily )n favor of John's selection was his apparent interest and
experience in developing andiimplementing a total staff evaluation design. a
He particularly impressed the'sel*ion committee with his vocal concern for
instructional effOctiveness and hisisfatemeRts concerning the Pole.that staff

-

evaluation can play ineffecting positlVe growth and change.

John began his new assignment lyi immediately institutihg a itaff,,,,,

evaluation system that replicated the on ft he had used in his prig- job.-4
He organized a faculty evaluation committee, .which was charged with the
responsibility of (1) reviewing John's nealy imposed evaluation ystem, and
(2) recommending modificatiOns as necessary. John's instruttional staff
evaluation system contained four components:

1. Standard observation instrument
2. Job target form
3. Supervisory requirement form
4. Summary statement

JoRa,.notified the instructors concerning his timetables and procedui-es
for evaluation. He explained the philosophic intentof the evaluation
'process. He also arranged dates .for formal obseev iohs.. John felt that,

(

sfnce,be had initiated activities that both inf ed and involved his staff,
4r improved staff performance was assured.

J

What follows is one example of how John actually implemented hi design.
This example reflects a one-year evaluation effort initiated for Mr Rodney

- Braze, a secondary -level weldiRg instructor.

21
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Rodtiey Braze,

Welding Instructor

TARGET

STAFF EVALUATION!

JOB TARGETS

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

t

JOB TARGET
1. To develop,a mare positive approach

with studentstreatini individual
problems singularly with no carry
over to otherktuations. Review
of'-disciplide shdets..

,2.. Complete manifold system for oxy-
.

acetylene welding.
,. .

.

,

dr

4)).

-

,
.

J

.

JOB TARGET .
3. Involve. students in lessons t a

greater extent. Use their i U
as a teachipg tool.

'4. Use text-in more varies ways to
improve background information
andqoarticipation in class).

.

.

1

.

.

.

.

JOB TARGET . .

5. Redesign time period to utilize
mini-lessons rather than concen-
trated lesson at beginning;

\..

evaluate and change, system as .

class progresses.

6. Improv overall cleanliness of
shop,. Attempt alternative systems
for cleaning.

/,

..
1 .

JOB TARGET
7. Improve language of lass; reduce'

profanity to a minim lev 1.

8. Spend more time movi ar nd the
., 'Lass checking on stu progress.

. 'U..ate craft committee list and
hord the two 'required meetings.t.

-

.

.

.

,

'_.,

.

,

*

.

,

L

JOB TARGET . .
.

.,

.

.

!
I

. .

,

. .

. .

.

I . ..

1* :
7r ,

..

. .
.

,

,

ust
.

-
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Rodney Braze
Welding Instructor

STAFF EVALUATION : .

STANDARD OBSERVATIONAL INSTRUMEITT
Clu*

The Standard Obsewational Instrument (S01) is a form which contains a list of criteria having
- received acceptance by the teaching staff to be used in assessing staff performance. The form

also contains an evaluation scale ranging from 10 to 1 with 10 being the highest possible rat-
,ing and 1 being the lowest possible rating that maybe assigned to each observed criteria. A

rating ot3 or less isconsideied unacceptable. In eddition, the evaluatorwill make a comment
op each criteria beinj assessed and will provide a recommendation whenever appropriate.

e SOI.wilf be useffby the designated evalbatdr.during a scheduled Observation in a class-
room. The results of the observation l then be used in'a post observation session between

.0the evaluator andthe evaluate

1. STUDENT44HA 104% The students' behavior during the observation
(10) Or
ti . NA

Observation Com The students were,attent _e and-tespontive,during the ent r lecturea,--Tbere were do di Aline prob4ms, and
,:

, $
..

students folldwed ong on the handout, taking good long-,looks at, the

samles being passe expund.
\

42. .,:
.:

Recommendatio:

e

Oo

k N , L ,

, I

--f-1.
2. CLASSROOM PRESENTATION: ' 'reading activities thatiiccur within the class-

,
room and reflect the knowledge and use of good
teething processes during the observation

(10) (1)

NA
, ..

Observation ComMents: Mr. Braze began his lecture with humor that the'
students could relate to. He distributed packets in which each
student completed thg by drawing ,n the well. Al of the
students were participAntatind interested. As each new- oint was
explatned, M Braze passed around an examille 9f the joi and also
held it in different angle positions so that the stu could see
it yas the placement of the qtegl that ive.it the 1) pDot the
position. Seven overlays and the handouts completed he lecture.

i. Recommendations:

1

J
nO.O
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3. STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT: A variety of educational attainment by students
(1u) (1) and the degree to which learning has taken place

NA during the observation

Observation Comments: gvaluat n of student learmin4 was done by a

quick quiz at the end of the, lesson. Most of the students received

pe5fect scores;. three failed to meei performae.standard bf 65%.

(Recommendations:

L_
I

.

4. STUDENT/TEACHER RELATIONSHIP: quality of the interaction that
(10) (1)

occurs between the studea_and the Vic.
NA teacher during the observation

Observation Comments: Students felt at ease with Mr. Braze, but

iespected his authority. A mutual respect seems to have been

established.

Recommendations:

r---

..._

5.. KNOWLEDGE OF.SUBJECT.MATiEk Teacher knowledge arid understanding
,

of subjects 'being taught during the
observation .. .7

( 10) to
' NA

. . .

bservation Comment 'qtr. Braze showed complete knowledge of the fi e

11

.

6' basic weld joints. .

1 Al.

1

p
=1M,

84
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Rodney Braze
Welding Instrtictor

.

. SAFETY

r

1Ir

STAFF EVALUATION

SUPERVISORY REQUIREMENTS

.

a. Maintains a Safe and OrdeN Teaching
EnvirOnment

b. Develops andWgintains Safe Work Habits

COMMENTS:

-e
o

TEACH R

.1"

EVALUATOR

SAT UliSAT N/A

X 1 I

X

X

r

The claIssroom appears to be cluttered.

' ..,

\

arrangement of benches and work's
.

.

stations :Mould be considered. The

- g room needs a thorough cleaning.

,

.

.
.

.

tr.

C\BTARD POLICir, AS DESCIIBED IN THE CURRENT
2. PLIES WITH PROCEDURES AS DEFINED BY

TEACHERS HANDBOOK, OR AS PART OF THE
OPERATING PROCEDURE AS.AMENpED IN THE
TEACHERS HANDBOOK

a. Budget Preparation

b. Requisitionigg

c. Attendance Proceddres

d. Maintenance of Plan and'Grade'Book

6. Meets Required Deadlines

COMMENTS:

TEACHER IK EVALUATOR

X

X

4

,X

14..10

1 L.-
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Rodney' Braie
Welal. structor

.

STAFF EVALUATION
-SUMMARY EVALUATION CONFERENCE

The following documents:

10. Job Target Component.
2. Standard Observational Instrument
3. Supervisory Requirement Component

along with a review of evaluatee's personnel file represent the Sum-
mary Evaluation for the academic year

\\

SUMMARY COMMENTS`

TEACHER EVALUATOR

Mr. Braze continues toAmprove upon his

. performance as a welding instructor.
.

. .

Although Mr.' Braze must continue to
4

.
..

work on improving the appearance and

cleanliness of his ciiisroom, he

. generally seems to be providing ade-

.
. -

, , quate "instru.qtion for the students

' :, assigned to his program.

.

I r

.

.

,
.

,

.

s r
.-

.
to..

.

.

4 1
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-
Case Study 2:

I .

Muddy Valley Area Vocational School has a comprehensive personnel evalu-
ation program. The program clearly provides for a separation of evaluation.
for staff development and evaluAtion for employment decisions. It was devel-
oped jointly by the administratidh'and representative members of the staff and
provides for employment-related valuAtions on a regular schedule. The Oro-
gram provides for specific asses nt criteria to be identified by individuals
employed in each job category, work under the leadership of an administra-
tor.

The director of the school, Mr. Blakely, is charged with implelgenting the
evaluation program. He is required to provide a written employment -belated

recommendatitn to the board immediately following the postevaluation confer-
ence. Mr. Blakely distributed the responsibility for the evaluation of All
personnel among the members of the administrative team. Mrs. Lockette was

'assigned the responsibility of evaluating the custodial staff.

Mrs. Lockette first developed an assessment instrument that included the
criteria that are common to all custodial positions. She planned to add items
specific to each custodial position during her observations. She established
an evaluation time line and proceeded with her evaluations. Page 88 shows the
assessment instrument that was developed and the performance'assessment of one
of the custodians, Ralph Strohl.

ThrOughout the year, Mrs. Lockette observed that Ralph Strohl misfbd
work a total Qf 17 days due to illness. Fourteen of the seventeen absences
occurred of Mondays. In addition, Mrs. Lockette receiA4 written reports
from seven different instructors regarding the condition of classrooms in

Ill

Mr. Strohl's assigned rea. During the year, Mrs. Lockette had made notes
regarding three inf al talks she had with Mr. 'Strohl in relation to his
absences from wor.. In like manner, Mrs. Lockette had similar noted of con-
ferences she had had with Mr. Strobl regarding the unclean classroom reports.

Following the data-collection period, Mrs. Lockette met with Mr. Strohl
for a postevaluatton conference. She shared her assessment with him and
advised him that she would recommend to Mr. Blakely that he be terminated.. '

.87

88

.4'

1. .
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CUSTODIAN ASSESSMENT FORM

TITLE OF JOB: Section Custodian

NAME OF EMPLOYEE: Ra'ph Strohl

EVALUATION PERIOD: From November 1, 1980 through October 31, 1981

4

DIRECTIONS: Place a check in the appropriate column to indicate your assess-
ment of each criterion. If you check "Disagree," attach docu.,

ments to support your assessment.'

The employee:

missed work less than five days
due to illness

Agree ' Disagree_ Comments

X See Attached
Time Cards -

was late for work less ttfive
times.,

X

_

.

.

.

,

.

accepts responsibility cheerfully X

maintains his assigned storage area
i in an oIderly manner , .

X -

-.,

.
p

orders supplies through established
procedures de

X

A

.-

.._

provides for daily removalof
ll 'classroomstrash from all

.
X

. _

See Attached
Reports .:

.

daily dust mops ill. classrooms

.

X-

See Attached..
Reports

,
i- ,

daily cleans all chaikboards X

See Attached

Reports

.

daily cleansall restrooms Accord-
iing to established sanitation .

procedures

,

,

X

..

See Attached
Reports-." ;

1
.

\*..provides other services as
requested try the supervision

4

X ,

.

ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATOR:
-a`

J. L. Lockette

DIPMf OF POSTEVALUATION CONFERENCE:, November 10
,

.

88

t
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Case Study

;4 s

Compare your completed written critiques of the "Case Studies"
with the "Model Critiques" given-below. Your responses heed
not exactly dL(plicate the model responses; however, yow.should-
have covered the.'same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUES

John initiated A number of positive steps in instituting a staff evalu-
ation system for the institution. He established a clear goal for staff
evaluati9n-.Leffecting positive growth and change--and communicated this .goal
towthe employees that would be affected. He organized a comMtttee of faculty
representatives/to review the applicability.of his plan to local needs and to
recommend changes if needed. The devices he selected appear to adequately
measure and promote the goal of improved performance, while also serving as a
means for datumenting the evaluation process in the- event that an employment
decision is required.. Once the system was established, he notified the
instructors concerning, his timetable and.procedures.

Two areas of weakness can be noted. One is that.John seems to have.
equated staff evaluation with faicultLevaluation, yet the two are not syndny-
mous. jai-qas hired to conduZt-iUlY evaluation, which should involve all
institutional staff (including adMilitstrators). 'john ignored administrai
and. noninstructional staff and chose to focus onlon instructional staff.
The secohd potential weakness is/John's single-ey,dIuator system. His system
see to focus on supervisor observation as the only means.of evaluation. fide

system could be strengthened if'a variety of techniques were used.

In implementing .04,.evalu, tion.protess with Rodney'Braze, John started
off,well, Based.on_fhe coMpleted.instruments,-we',.can assume that John spent
considerable time in assisting Rodney with the development of practical job
targets. They'are,specific and," therefore, should be 'useful in helping Rodney

. to work to achieyi themi,n,The nature of the taegett would suggest that Rodney
freely. shared ideaS,*d:concerns for self-i4roveMent. Such an inter-
change of thoughts ,c604464 take place in.a nonthreetehThgr.open, and honest
conference environme*- Oierg.are assuming that John/and Rodney developed these
targets together basWon4he'fact that the directions for this form, as shown
in sample 7, P. 55,;0410 e::the evaluator and evaluatee to cooperatively
develop the job tar ttsi.r,if, on the other hand, John set these.targets for
Rodney, then thece.r s.a Problemdi

r WYE

Following thelteobservation conference, however, John's implementation
of the process is Iegpraiseworthy. First, he performed only one, cursory
classroom observatfeji* Rodney. The observation concerned itself primarily
with the lecture pottgOn of Rodney's class. Adequate time was not allotted
to observation of activity transitions and laboratory application. There is
alsp little mention of how Rodney's instructional performance, reflected the

1

b
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self- improvement goals described in the job targe form. Did Rodney develop
a more positive individual approach with his students? Were the students

- involved in the lesson? Was participation encou aged? Was the class time
. used efficiently? Did Rodney closely monitor th students during the labora-,-
tory phase of his class? In addition, although Rodney's performance was not'
rated as pert ct on most items, John listed no ecomMendations.

Second, by maw and documenting only on ,observation, John risks-the
posslbility-of having insufficient documentation to support any employment .

decisions that may be made.

Third, there is no evidence that a post bservation, follow-up conference.
was held. There are no "teacher comments" o any of the forms. Rodney was
evaluated;-but does he know what the result of the evaluation were? Did he
have a'chance to self - evaluate? Does he kn w how much progress he has-m.41:1e
toward achieving his job targetsr-Wt this p int? Has he been involved in using
this information to set new job targets? .

Finally, as with the completion of the standard observation form, the
completed supervisory requirements- form and summary evaluation form do not
relate back to the.job targets.' Further; the summary document does not, in
fact, synthesize the three previous components into a final statement. What
has Rodney accomplished during the school year? Where does he stand within
the organization? Providing answers to these questions should be a major
function of staff evaluation.

John is gifting with the possibility of being labeled as ineffective, or
worse. His objectives seem laudable and his system seems workable, but'his
implementation of that system hints. at a lack of commitment. No One will takle.

Jonn's-staff,evaluatjon system seriously unless John'demonstrates' that be him-
self is serious about its implementation. John needs topay more attention to
some basic principlei= of good evaluation pcocedure,specif4cal.ly:

Providing timely reporting

Initiating regularly scheduled observations

Providing for followup activities that promote increased awareness
of.proficienty and progress

Reassessing at predetermined.interv- als

If tr ly feels that staff evaluatidm is important, then he needs toiAe
the me to make ork!

Case Study 2:

\,,

There is certainly j stification for operating separate staff development
and staff evaluation programs so that staff development is as nonthreatening
and teacher-directed as Pbssible. However,here is no justification for

.

designing the staff evaluation system solely for the purpose of supporting 1

r
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employmentoyment decisions. Stafrevaluation m
and staff improvement. 13.), basing the ev

- employment decisions, Muddy ?Valley is of

st su ort both emplp ment decisions
uation stem only o the need for
to a bad start.-

However, 'the plan pg did involve representative members of the staff and
did provide for specif c assessment on eria e identified by theindivid-.
pals being evaluated. s

f
volvement of staff i the process is a definite

strength. Mention is a so ma .e of ttie postevaluation conference, but not of a
/preevaluation conference How re goals set? And, if evaluation is only for
employment decisions, wh t goes n' at the postevaluation conference? Does the
evaluator merely inform t 'eval ee of the results of the evaluation and the
implications that has for employmen ? (If Mrs. Lockette's behavior is evaTid
example, then this is the case.).

It is reasonable and practical fo Mr. Blakely tb distributethe 'respon-
sibility for evaluation among his administrative staff. However, the dis-
tributton of responsibility does not imply that his job is over. Based on
Mrs. Lockette's perfo ante, Mr. Blakely either failed to explain the system
adequately to her, or fled toimonitor her effort sufficiently to identify
the fact that she was n operating effectively.

Mrs. Lockette first failed to involve the custodians in tte process of
developing the assessment instrument. Where did she get her criteria? From
her head? From a job description? The custodians themselves would be the
best source of information about what tasks they are responsible for on the
job. Further, one does not develop specific, individual criteria during an
observation. All criteria should be established before the observation is
conducted.

She did establish an evaluation
atees of this time line? We have no
no evidence that she at any time met
mentation of the evaluation process,
about the procedures to be followed.

The instrument--the ore and only instrument--is.also an indicator of a
less-than-perfect system. It does include criteria relating both to organiza-
tional compliance and actual job requirements, and space (though not much) for
comments. However, we dq not know how the form is designed to be used. Is it
a observation form, to be completed for each observation made? Or is it an
e aluation sbmmary form? SummarY orwhat? A're there other forms to be com-
pleted and summarized here?

Furthermore, there e no specific job targets against which to measure
performance, no space for recommendations, no space for employee comments (or
employee signature to verify that he/she has seen the evaluation), and the
only documentation provided for the potteValuation conference is a space for
noting the date when it was held. How will the conference proceedings be
documented? Looking back,hq will Mrs. 1,ockette remember what went on, what
she said, what Ralph said, what was decided? All this becomes especially

time line, but did she inform her eva)u-
evidence that she did. In fact, .,ewe have

with her evaluatees prior to her Imple-
either to set up goals or inform_them

`91
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cri ical since the ultimate decision made is to fire Ralph. Documentation- -

extensive documentatiob--is required to support such a decision.'

Evidently there is some documentation: written reports from seven
i strutters, mites regarding three informal (unplanned?) talks she bad with
1ph, and hotes of conferences-she had with him concerning reports of dirty
lassrooms. &New, we don't know how thorough or formal these "notes" are.

.

-

ktualy, there is a lot we don't knOw. For us to decide if Ralph shouldts ? Does an absence of 17 days constitute
indeed he fired, we need that addlional information. What, for example, are

the policies concerning absentkei
grounds for dismissal? ,

Can she legally assume that, if 14'of the absences
were on Monday, he was not sick? Ls there a policy concerning the need for a

doctor's note as proof of iliripss.?-* ' , .v. , .. -
Second; we are told that he works cooperatively with others and acceptg

'responsibility cheerfully. How does that make sense if, jn fact, he doesn't

fulfill his duties, and seven-instructors have been so'dissatisfied that they
took the time to complain in writing?

. And, concerning those seven reports, what were the dates of those com-
-;p1Aints?--Dit-all seven instructors complain-about the-condition of classrooms
during'a single, short period, or were thg complaints spread out over the

whole year? Did Mrs. Lockette.rate those items on the assessment form based
only on those reports; or did she spot check the condition periodically her-
seicto verify. her rating? We have no evidence that she did any Apot checks.

All these considerationsare'important. 'We lack information, but so did
Mrs. Lotkette and, lacking this information, sheis probably in .a very weak

positibn.todefend her recommendation for termination. Based on the evalu-

ation gell:which is to supObrt employment decisions, she has not been very
successful:. Based on the fact that the evaluation goal should also have .

included staff improvement, she has been even less successful. There is every

reason.to Believethat her9conferences and informal meetings with Ralph were
designed solely-to give her the -W4ortunity to let him know.he wasn't measur-

ing up. His point of view was not solicited. She didn't 4ttempt to find out

if there wo_a reason for his Monday absences that should be taken into con-

' iideration (perhaps he's a single parent with baby-sitter probleMs). She did

not make Any effort to work out solutions or improvement plans with Ralph.
Thus, the goal of the system, and her lack of documentation, have led to a
less-than-satisfactory evaluation procedire.

.

Level of Performance: Your completed written critiques should have covered

the same major points as the "Model-Critiques." If-you missed some points '

Or have 451R-fons about any additional points you made, review the material

in the information sheet, "Implementing a Plan for'Constructive.Staff Evalu-
ation," pp. 33-80, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Learning Experience,111

FINAL EXPERIENCE

Activity

q

While working in an actual administrative situation,
evaluate staff performance.*

As part of your administrative responsibility; :evaluate
staff performance. This will include--

N ,

0 developing an evaluation system

o implementing the evalu'ation effort,

o ysing evaluation data forstaff-/iMprovementand -4,.
employment decision-making purposes

NOTE: As-you complete each of the above-activities, docu-_,,,
ment your-activities (in writing, on tape, throUgh a log).-..

.-for assessment purposes.

..--:,-.

J.

-=-

.:

.;-*
''''A

: .,,,:,,4
. ,

arrange in advance to hqve4our resource person,,review 'your
documentation' and observe sat- least .one-...instance",iln which you

are involved With others in the evaluation prOces.s' (e.g.,:
conducting a planning meeting,,a pre-or postobservation con-
feren ce,br a classrobm observation ) ..,--,-1. 0 ice;

ItiC,
.1 I-.

%.

-`:;::. ' 7.;t'lc:.

Your total competency rrillJ;i assessed'by your;resource per-
,-, -

--son, using the "Administrator Performance Assetsment Form,"'
-.. ., e , , ,

pp. 95-97$ , _ - -f, .
---,,' ,

'. ,... ,. ,, ,,,:'

Based 'upon the criteria specified in- is assessment instru-
; ment, your resource person'wi 11 'deterfii ne whethere you are
competent evaluating staff performance.

.

"

*If you are not currently working in an _actual administra
learning experience may be deferred, withthe approval
son, until you'have access to an actual administrative
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Name

Date

ADMINSTRATOR PERFORMANCE SSEAMENT FORM ,

z Evaluate Staff Pertormance

- Directions: Indicate .the level of the administrator's aornplishment by plac-
an X in. the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If,

ecause of special circumstances, a'perfOrmance component was not applicable,
impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A column.

In prep g for the evaluation effort, the
administrator:

I. developed--w4th staff input--a written plan
for the overall evaluation effort that:,

a. clearly summarizes the philosophy (pur-
:pose, frequency) of evaluation

b. is consistent with the phApspphy of the
organization

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

10% 14e gel to

El

ri E:1

c. is compatible with the provisions and

terms .of-ttaff contracts, union precepts,
legal requirements, and- so om 0 D. 0

d. defines his/her
1
role and responsibilities

e. defines, if necessary, ',the roles and

re4onsibilities of others 0 0
f. outlines the general procedures and poli-

cies to be followed
vj

outlines realistic measures of.performance,
for each staff position El- .E-1 0. f:
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. obtained approval for the pl'an from appro-
priate official or governing board'

3. ensured that all staff were familiar with-
ithe evaluation plan, 4ts purpose, and their
roles in the process

In implementiu the evaluation effort, the
administrator: A

worked with staff members. to plan divid-
ualized evaluatioh plans, i cud g:

a. a description of the skills and attitudes
to be evaluated (with consideration giv n
to past evaluations of the staff member
performance)

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE t
i411" lo001 fi 4o0

ID

b. a listing of the evaluation techniques
and devices to be used

4 '
c. a listing of the persons tobe involved

as evaluators D
d. a tentative time line for evaluations

to occur

5. conducted the appropriate evaluation effort,
eniuringthat: -

a. a variety'cif techniques and devices was
used

b. each staff meMberwas evalUated on several
dit rent occasions 4

a variety of data-collection sources was
used

d. suppokive, nonthreatening environment
was created iritofareas possible

e. the:evaluation plan was, in fact, followed

96
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In.fpllowing up on the evaluation, the
administrator:

6. -provided.the person being evaluated with=
immediate feedback after each- evaluatiot

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

S6
tes god' *0 Go°6 iPv.

7.' used helping-conference techniques to
empourage.th4 staff member to self-evaluate

. an propose steps for self- improvement...:

,

8.` used the evaluation results to guide staff
development efforts and to make employment

, decisions . s 4

. 'kept appropriate records of the evalUation
k ,process and results .. ED 0 0

* 10. ensured that all evaluation'data was kept
confidential

4. -...

4
Level of Performance: All items Must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT
responses. If anybitem receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the adminis-
trator and resource person showid meet to determine what additional activities
ehe'dimplistrator needs to coMPlete in order to reach competency in the weak
arsa(s). , c

J

I

I

4
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COMPETENCY-BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATOR
MODULE SERIES

Order No.

LT 58B-1
LT 58B-2
LT 58B-3
LT 58B-4 ,
LT 58B-5
LT 58B-6
LT 58B-7
LT 58B-8
LT 58B-9
LT 58B-10
LT 58B-11
LT 58B-12
LT 58B-13
LT 58B-14
LT 58B-15
LT 58B-16

,

Module Title.

Organize and Work with a Local Vocational Education Advisory Council
Supervise Vocational Education Personnel
Appraise thb Personnel Development Needs of Vocational Teachers
Establish a Student Placement Service and Coordinate Follow-up Studies,
Develop Local Plans for Vocational Education: Part I
Develop Local Plans for Vocational Education: Part I I

Direct Curriculum Development
Guide the DevelopMent and Improvement of Instruction
Promote the Vocational Education Program
Direct Programfiviluation
Manage Student Recruitment and Admissions
Provide a Staff Development Program
Prepare Vocational Education Budgets -0.
Manage the Purchase of Equipment, Supplies, and Insurance
Evaluate Staff Performance . . .

Manage Vocatiohal Buildings and Equipment

Addition modules are being developedthtough the Consortium for the Development of
Profession I Materials for Vocational Education-. The Consortium is supportep4 by the
following ember stales: Florida, Illinois, Ohio, New York, tfoith Carolir(a, and
Pennsylvania.

LT 58A

RD 141

RD 142

s

RE LATED.MATER IALS

Guide to Using Competenday-eased VocationaPEducation Administrator
Materials . . .

The Identification and Natiolial Verification of Competencies Important
s to Secondary and Post-Secondary Adininistrators of VocationalEducation

The Development of Competency -Based Instructional Materials for the
Preparation of Local Administratois of Secondary and Post-Secondary ,
Vocational Education

s.

For information regarding availability and prices of these materials contact-

Program informati9 Office
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
The Ohio State, Unive(sity
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
(614) 486-3655
(800) 848-4825

Me Ohio State Univeisity

:O.
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